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This mark  _ 
tells you [| 

\ a product _ 
\ is made of = fF 

modern, 3 
dependable . 

Steel. _ 

_ 

G2 
Lous 

Whether it jumps to make a discovery that’s out of this United States Steel Corporation 

world, or sits down quietly to spend a century or two on Personnel Division 
atomic research, steel is the only material that has the Room 6085A, 525 William Penn Place 
strength and vigor to keep up with the reach of modern Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
man’s mind. 

New Stainless Steels developed by United States Steel Please send me career information about U.S. Steel. 
withstand the vibration and friction of unearthly speeds. ‘i 

Baas = = 2 Cr tgp as a New USS Steel Forgings shape atomic reactors and nuclear 

power systems. Look around. You’ll see steel in so many School 

places—building strength. And steel depends on men like 

you. For information about the many career opportunities Address _ ee a 
at U.S. Steel, including financial analysis or sales, send 

the coupon. USS is a registered trademark Cicer s _______. Zone State __ ~ 

United States Steel (iss) 
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make it, master it, market it 
MAKE IT. In one respect the chemist enjoys a freedom af- Dow products for industry, “If it’s Dow, it’s backed by 

forded few other professions—if he needs some new material complete technology.” 
for a specific problems he can usually make it. Need a grease- wapker it. It happens to be true that for your better prod- 

less emulsifier? He can start with a water-soluble polyglycol uct, the world will beat a path to your door considerably 

and tailor it exactly to your needs. Need a coupling agent faster if you have an astute marketing department. Here 
with surfactant properties for aromatics? Sulfonating his again the scientific method proves its value. Dow marketing 

dodecylbenzene should do it. And it does. Certainly there personnel make sure the right people know about the right 
are a great many ways to solve problems, but at Dow the product and can get it in the right package. At Dow, 

emphasis is on “make it. marketing personnel know their products “from the chem- 
MASTER IT. Theoretical possibilities are not enough for the istry up.” Rigid foam? Builders can use it for insulation, 
developers of new Dow products. These products must be boat builders for buoyancy. Polyethylene film? Food proc- 
mastered to achieve the utmost of their possibilities. Pow-  ©Ssors can use it for packaging, housewives for picnicking. 
dered calcium chloride hard to handle? A new pelleted form _‘n this way, Dow’s marketing experts serve industry and the 
provides the answer. Methylcellulose dusty and hard to consumer by helping them get better products in the best 
dissolve? Make it granular, clean, and free flowing. In this possible form. 

intermediate or developmental stage of the Dow operation, To learn more about the Dow Opportunity, visit or write the 

the emphasis is on “make it work.” As a result, as with all | Technical Employment Manager at any city below. 

California—Pittsburg, Seal Beach 

Z Colorado—Rocky Flats 
tn Ilinois—The Dow Metal Products ey 4 i 1] Company, Madison 

a ne Sir Lovisiana—Plaquemine 
Sf} Py ar Massachusetts—Eastern Research 
J HW og. Laboratory, Framingham 
. if IM r Ohio—The Dobeckmun Company; 
i Hi lf Dow Industrial Service, Cleveland 

ot i Oklahoma—Dowell Division, Tulsa 
it I 

at. al it Texas—Freeport 
fi itn i HH ee Virginia—Williamsburg 

a A | orn a Canada—Sarnia, Ontario 
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BUT, OUR PENDULUMS AREN’T SIMPLE, SIGNOR GALILEO! 7 9 a 

Since your time, Schuler has shown that a simple pendulum can be used for navigation if it has a 
period of 84.4 minutes. By your formula, Signor, the pendulum would be 3,959 miles long! We bas >, 4 ine D f : Hl 
couldn’t keep it simple; we had to mechanize an artificial pendulum with Schuler Tuning to iner- 
tially guide the Mace missile. 
If your career aim is any phase of guidance or navigation systems, you are invited to inquire 
about AC’s Program for recent graduate Engineers. The Program consists of formal engineering 
classes and on-the-job training in Manufacturing, Reliability and Engineering. For AC interviews 
during the GM campus visit, contact your placement office, or write to Mr. R. E. Allen, Director 5 : Pp ‘ . h 
of Scientific and Professional Employment, 7929 S. Howell, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

Interview Date: February 10, 1961 y: 

AC SPARK PLUG £3 THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 
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ONE IN A SERIES 

Bendix answers your questions 

TUL IS ogee 
ae 11g Pt eT 
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Depending on the company you join, your first assignment can range i wal ; og 
: from detailing to full participation, as a team member, in solving \ ee - 

a complex major systems problem. \ oa 
F Exactly where you will fit in depends on a number of ‘anal .. 

c things, such as: (1) your ability; (2) the existing , _ 
opportunities; and (3) the amount of responsibility - 
your company is willing to give you. > Al 

: Some employers actually have a ‘‘talent pool” i ; 
1 arrangement, where you will bide your time while 3 4 

the company “orients” you, or looks you over. , 

At Bendix, engineers are hired to do specific engineering 7 
jobs. We have long been devoted to the principle of a , 

“maximum skill utilization.”’ Engineers are not placed . ie 
in talent pools at Bendix. Lo ” 

We feel that it is wasteful to all concerned when a man : 
works below his ability and capacity. Ask your Placement : A 
Director about Bendix—where you can build your a. 
career to suit your talents. Arrange for an interview og 

with a Bendix representative; ask him about your os 
probable first assignment. You will be surprised at how | 
completely it can be defined. Or, write to C. A. Cleveland, 
The Bendix Corporation, Fisher Building, Detroit 2. Mich.. ’ 18 

for general information. J i 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN: CALIFORNIA - CONNECTICUT + INDIANA + IOWA + MARYLAND - MICHIGAN + MISSOURI - NEW JERSEY - NEW YORK + OHIO » PENNSYLVANIA 

O 
ey 
CORPORATION 

ae ee eee 

A THOUSAND DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS SERVING THESE FIELDS: 

automotive + electronics + missiles & space + aviation + nucleonics + computer + machine tools » sonar + marine 
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Ley oa . 7 ss 
i ? tae This artist's concept depicts “Satellite Observatory, 

> oe bers V 1 Yo 
MN etidienan, s&s "eS termed the initial mission of the Boeing Company’s 

" 7 wa \ PARSECS program, or Program for Astronomical Research 
te AO aa and Scientific Experiments Concerning Space. Courtesy 

Page 42 Boeing Airplane Company. 
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DR. IVAN A. GETTING CHALMERS W. SHERWIN i J 4 A JACK H, IRVING 

a EDWARD J. BARLOW 

A\on OS PACE 

. ° . 
present genuine challenge to scientists 

° 
and engineers of demonstrated competence 

“To preserve our free institutions, it is Specific responsibilities of the new Immediate opportunities exist for MS 

absolutely essential that the United corporation! include Advanced ene and PhD candidates completing require- 
Fes og . “ ees Hacc analysis, resea and experimentation, ments in engineering, physics, chemistry 

States fed the Hues effective means of initial systems engineering, and gen- and mathematics, and interested in: 

advancing the science and technology eral technical supervision of new . . 

of space and also of applying them to systems through their critical phases. . Theoretical physics 

military space systems. This is the mis- The broad charter of Aerospace . Experimental physics 

sion of Aerospace Corporation” C orperahion offers its Scientists and * Inertial guidance 
. engineers more than the usual scope + Propulsion systems 

Ivan A. GETTING for creative expression and significant “Cc tee wralysis’ 

PRESIDENT achievement, within a stimulating ‘ompy eranalysis . 

oo . atmosphere of dedication to the public * Applied aerodynamics 

AEROSPACE CORPORATION interest. + Space communications 

Aerospace Corporation scientists * Infrared engineering 
Sli all Sead % and engineers are already engaged in a Appli - j 

ace! s mis: $ : ‘i - : . ied mathemat 
In accomplishing its meson this non wide variety of specific systems proj- PP ees : 
profit public service organization per- ects and forward research programs, + High temperature chemistry 
forms the unique role of space systems under the leadership of scientist/ * Microwaves 

architect. Aerospace Corporation pro- administrators including corporation . se ‘ 2 
vides scientific and technical leadership president Dr, Ivan A. Getting, senior Those qualified and experienced in 

to the science/industry team responsi- vice president Allen F Donovan, and these and related fields are urged to 
ble for developing complete space and vice presidents Edward J. Barlow, direct their resumes to: 
ballistic missile systems on behalf of William W. Drake, Jr., Jack H. Irving, Mr. James M. Benning, Room 138 

the United States Air Force. and Chalmers W. Sherwin. P.O. Box 95081, Los Angeles 45, Calif. 

AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

A new and vital force engaged in accelerating the advancement of space science and technology 
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, ¥en § ‘ eo to the June graduate. 
With a major in chemistry, engineering or M aried . vamwtfitice aceate J 

. aon . any varied career opportunities await you now at 

business, there’s just no limit on how far or fast Celanese. See your College Placement Officer. Or 
. ve sour . ait'Celaneern sar write to: Mr. Glen M. Smyth, Celanese Corporation 
you can grow profsssionally-at Celawese:. We are of America, 180 Madison Avenue, N.Y. 16. N.Y. 
rapidly expanding our world-wide activities in 

basic chemicals, plastics, and synthetic fibers . . . as -—-—-clip and mail-—————-—————-—~—~—, 

well as missile and rocket propellant development. Celanese Corporation of America Dept. R. 
I 180 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. | 

You can specialize where your talents will be I [want to know more about Celanese. | 

fully appreciated. And, because Celanese is a | Send me a copy of “For a World of Better Products.” 

science-minded business, the conditions that a 

speed professional advancement are a constant | eontse@e | 
. : I appress__ 

concern of management. You really owe it to V cony TONE Grate I 

yourself to find out what Celanese now offers you. a | 

Celanese CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
cHEMICALS + FIBERS © PLASTICS +©+ CELLULOSE 
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HOW TO DESIGN ATRADEMARK | f\\\ ~~ 

Why, it’s easy as A-B-C. Just start with a simple shape, | M. ed 
one that’s readily identified and easily remembered. = \J_ =| ——=—=nmmemenenmnnnny 
(The Jenkins Diamond is a good example.) Then just fill  .. | 

in the blank spaces. That’s all there is to it, and almost a =. 

a i =. 

Ah, that isn’t so easy nor so simple. i i... 

A trademark is like a man’s signature: it can mean much | 

Take the Jenkins Bros. trademark. There’s nothing tricky a. |. =. 

about the design, certainly nothing fancy about the words. a i =. 

Yet buyers and specifiers of valves everywhere ss 
know and respect this simple device, this mark. i rti‘“OiOOO—<S<—<—sSC~—CTrséF—hrmit—r—' 

Why? Because in all the years since 1864 there has been i. 

no compromise in the quality of Jenkins Valves. We know Se a 2. 2=—=s=—=<—tCsts—s—s—sS 

And that is the only way we know to make a trademark a |. 
meaningful. That will always be the Jenkins way of  ... . = 

makin ig valves. si rr, rrrssCddsCiaNCOCzsC'séC®zsaCCCse.€C 

C ® 

JENKINS BROS.. 100 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 17 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL... 

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been assigned now being designed, developed and tested at JPL. The 

responsibility for the Nation’s program of unmanned mission of this particular series will include first, explora- 

lunar, planetary, and interplanetary exploration. The tion of the environment and later the landing of instru- 

objectives of this program are to contribute to mankind’s mented capsules on the moon. 

fundamental knowledge of space and the space environ- Never before has such a wide vista of opportunity, or 

ment and to contribute to the development of the tech- a greater incentive been open to men trained in all fields 

nology of space exploration. For the next ten years, as of modern science and engineering. Every day at JPL new 

larger booster vehicles become available, increasingly problems arise, new theories are advanced, new methods 

versatile spacecraft payloads will be developed. tested, new materials used and new principles discov- 

JPL will conduct the missions, utilizing these spacecraft ered. This creates a stimulating work atmosphere for 

to orbit and land on the moon, to probe interplanetary _ trained individuals and an unlimited field for constructive 

space, and to orbit and land on the near and far planets. development of a long-range and rewarding career. 

Earliest of these spacecraft will be the “Ranger” series Wouldn’t you like to take part in it? 

~~ > SF 3 
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p Y 4 \ o ¢ fe ot Grae Ih a Illustrated is a “Ranger” 
AY,  \ ~4) & I VS | Pa) proof-test model undergoing 

- & KA I qa( [2 ve Ml fj gn Lf rs) design verification testing in 

\\\(, Sa es {hy >in a, x n/ \ one of the laboratories af JPL. 
petal NSBR ACS | sessciencoreron 

A i Le | ve it) cS Mgt tested and proved, operational 

Bis eae, af ae : ee procedures developed and 

Wn eS ‘. A S,, i? Vp f SS | handling experience gained for 
Cae & — = —w, 5A [REL || the actual construction of the 

came ee W r__\ Solel - ee initial flight spacecraft. 

Ag \ om eae uy ome) These spacecraft will be among 
3 - . a “amy ain - ne | the earliest pioneers in the 

a rue OU fae \B | development of space science. 
MY XL 

@ JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 

Operated by the California Institute of Technology under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Graduate Students in these fields 

INFRA-RED + OPTICS * MICROWAVE * SERVOMECHANISMS * COMPUTERS * LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION * STRUCTURES * CHEMISTRY 

INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS + ENGINEERING MECHANICS * TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS 

Send professional resumé for our immediate consideration. Interviews may be arranged on Campus or at the Laboratory. 
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Kambli arr ng 

With The 

itor 

This edition of the Wisconsin Engineer is directed toward high 

school students, especially to those contemplating an engineering 

career. 

Why choose engineering? There are probably as many reasons 

as there are engineers. These may range from the somwhat romantic 

notion that you would like to have a hand in some of the engineering 

marvels of the day, to the more down to earth idea that it will help 

you to satisfy your appetite for math and science. It is impossible 

to say which reason is better and the question is probably an unimport- 

ant one since your ideas and goals will change many times with four 

years of college. The important thing is that you have decided to take 

a crack at engineering. 

A good foundation is necessary for almost every project. An 

engineering education is no exception. It should begin in high school 

by taking as many math, science, English, and other academic courses 

as possible. Not only are these courses prerequisites for engineering, 

but they are a good background for any field you may enter if you 

decide that engineering is not for you. 

Perhaps the most vital thing one can learn in high school is 

good study habits. It won't take you long to find out that college 

is a far cry from high school. Good study habits will get you off 

on the right track. 

You probably have many questions about the various branches 

of engineering and of course the opportunities that they may lead 

to. We hope this issue answers these questions. Good luck in your 

engineering career.—J. C. S. 

HOT UNDER THE COLLAR! “Thermal barrier” temperatures are simulated 

here in this nose cone test at the National Aeronautical and Space Administra- 

tion’s Langley Research Center in Virginia. Heat produced by 225 2500-watt 

i tubular General Electric quartz infrared lamps in the cylindrical radiator 
reaches 3100° F., about a third as hot as the surface of the sun. Such tests 
facilitate the nation’s efforts to overcome the re-entry problems faced in rocket, 

missile and space-vehicle programs. 
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/ : ~=—r—OLOLC Edward H. Sussenguth, Jr. (B.A., Harvard '54; M.S. in E.E., 

] : MIT '59) is investigating the theoretical requirements of 

: FF an automated design system for advanced cryotron-circuit 
/ 7 —) _ _ _ s computers. 

_..,.... =... Thin film cryotrons may make possible computers of small 
9. size and truly prodigious speeds. 

8 hl IG The speeds of today’s computers are limited mainly by 
teeC( wrrts~S~:——C“(‘(®:stsCsC*isCSC#CC CFOevice switching times. Speeds of cryotron computers would 

_—.._... ~~; ~=«_.__ be limited mainly by signal propagation times between 
- |... $cc 

a . 2 gf wk lll |. Automation of Logical Circuits. Edward Sussenguth is 
ee | studying methods of design which will reduce the distance 

ee ee methods into a completely automatic design system. 
oo. a . 4 — | Leo 4 needs in terms of Boolean equations and feed them into a 

- computer. The computer would (a) design the logical cir- 
. “@ _ ’ _ - cuits specified by the equations, (b) translate the logical 

~~ circuits into statements describing the interconnections, 
_ — | , (c) from the interconnections, position the devices in an 

2 4 : a ~_ optimal fashion, (d) from this configuration, print out the 

-—  .. masks to be used in the evaporation process by which 

oe _. ee _. 4 This is a big order, but Edward Sussenguth and his col- 
: a . a | ~. leagues have already made significant progress. Their work 

‘ — _ - may well have a profound effect on computer systems in 
. : ge / the coming years. 

-—. rtrt—tsi—e a : «. Orientation: the future. One of the exciting things about 
= Fe FF a 5 FF computer development is this orientation towards the 

«££ 8&8} Ch future. If a man wants to match his personal growth with 
a... ..—— si srr the growth of computer systems, his future can be virtually 

 r——er—S—si—=i—™—ONNeermsese — unlimited. This is true of all the fields associated with com- 

a —rti“<“_iO—OCOOCOC~C~C~—C~—~—~—™OC—C~C~COCOCOCW puter systems—research, development, manufacturing, 
i...  .,. programming, marketing. The IBM representative will be 

i r”””r—.—U—™O”C*“*Ct;”z=S;<C er |} glad to discuss any one of these fields with you. Your place- 
= =_=_—=— ~=—=——sXMSsSsS_ess  . ment office can make an appointment. Or you may write, 

elm rrr Se SS See outlining your background and interests, to: 

rti“‘—~—~——O—~—O——~—~—C—CC—C—C.UCULULUC.CCC CO OUManager, Technical Employment 
.. .. i i i... IBM Corporation, Dept. 892 
as rrrr—r™—~—‘i‘“‘“CO—S<“S—(<s Srté—sS———. 5590 Madison Avenue 

hl lUrrrrrtst—~—“iti‘CsSCSisi‘“(<‘“SRSNSC“ RCO New York 22, N. Y. 
— 8 ee A ® 

}  }} .  #}§ § #373 TF. a) You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.
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E i h lif fill h h i ngineers who quality to till these chairs... 
onpe ° ° 

are on the road to filling responsible jobs 
° ° ° ° ° 

with a growing company in a growing industry 

@ American Air Filter Company is one of the world’s FORMAL FIVE-MONTH TRAINING COURSE 

pioneers in the field of “better air.” Starting 30 years ago Your first job at AAF will be to complete a full five-month 
as a manufacturer of air filtration equipment only, it has, course in its technical training school. This is a complete 

through a planned program of product development, attained and carefully planned course covering every phase of this 

the unique position of being the one company in its industry business of better air and is under the direction of Mr. James 

that can take the complete over-all approach to the customer’s W. May, a recognized authority on air handling problems and 
air problems. In brief, this means supplying and coordinating presently a member of the board of directors of ASHRAE. 

all the proper products to filter, cool, heat, clean (control Classes, held in special, air conditioned quarters, are sup- 

process dust), move, exhaust, humidify and dehumidify air. plemented by field trips to visit AAF plants and observe 
“Better Air”, while a big business today, is still in its on-the-job applications of equipment. 

infancy. Name any industry, any building type, and you have 

a present or potential user of AAF equipment. Other well- YOUR FUTURE IS ALL-IMPORTANT TO AAF 

known trade names in the AAF family are Herman Nelson, . . . . 

Kennard and Illinois Engineering. At present, AAF operates AAF prides itself on attempting to match the man to the 

ten plants in Louisville, Moline, Ill, St. Louis, Chicago and job. During your training period you will have contacts 
Montreal, Canada. with key company personnel. Your personal desires as to type 

and location of job are given every consideration. AAF is big 

THIS KIND OF + ++ QUALIFIES YOU FOR enough to provide opportunities galore—small enough to 

ENGINEERING DEGREE . . . THIS KIND OF JOB never lose sight of the personal touch that adds satisfaction 
Vv Vv along with success. 

Mechanical — Engineering, Sales or Manufacturing __A representative of AAF will be on your campus soon to 
Electrical — Engineering or Sales interview students interested in learning more about the 

Industrial — Manufacturing or Sales opportunities with this company. Consult your Placement 

Civil — Sales Office for exact date. 

merican ir -ilter 
BETTER AIR IS OUR BUSINESS 
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The Electrical Engineering Building. 
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We of the Wisconsin Engineer staff would like to extend our greetings to all high school students, 

to whom this issue is dedicated. Our hope is that the following pages will inform the prospective col- 

lege student about the different engineering fields in general, and about engineering at the Univer- 

sity of Wisconsin in particular. 

To give you this information we have asked a group of the top educators to comment on the facts 

and opportunities of their respective engineering fields. Also included is an article giving the views 

of a top engineering student. 

We hope that this issue will help you in the selection of your future careers. 

en 
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_A Career Begins — he Freshman in the 

Coll. Engineeri oO ege oO fLGLTeeriL ng. 

~ by K. G. Shiels 
} vat . oe : Assistant Dean and Freshman Advisor 

Ne iS: Professor Shiels was born in Baraboo, Wisconsin, and received 

\ Pee, ee . his B.S. and M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from the University 

P a of Wisconsin. In addition to his duties as adviser for engineering 

\ ae A r/t 7 freshmen, he is chairman of the Department of Drawing and 
we AG Descriptive Geometry. . 

The following outline of registration procedures, and preview of a typical 

weekly class program for a freshman engineer, is given to help the prospective 

engineer understand what some of the situations he meets will be like when 

he registers for and enters the College of Engineering. 

1} APPLY for admission to less advanced mathematics course activities must come from the fixed 
I the University of Wisconsin, or carrying a reduced load. Such total of 168 hours per week. If a 

the student must fill out sev- modifications are made in an at- student needs more time for any 
eral forms, and submit a copy of — tempt to suit the engineering cur- of these activities, the time can be 
his high school record. He then — riculum to individual differences. gained only through a curtailment 
receives a permit to register, Ad- On the next page is a sample of of personal activities, or through a 
vance registration is usually ac- a typical work schedule for a fresh- reduction of the academic work 
complished during the summer man in mechanical engineering load. Cutting down on sleep, or 
preceding Fall semester in which during his first semester. He is car- missing class, or reducing study 
the student plans to come to the — rying 17 credits, a normal load in time most often leads to disastrous 
University. During this advance the College of Engineering. There results, Even before coming to 
registration period, the student are 168 hours in a week. Of these, College, the student needs to rec- 
takes a variety of tests, including the freshman spends approxi- ognize the importance of budget- 
a test which measures facility with mately thirty hours in class, Ap- _ ing time carefully, organizing daily 
mathematics, and determines proximately thirty-five hours should activities, and getting to work im- 
placement in the correct mathe- be allotted to out-of-class study. mediately, to insure success, 
matics course. The student  dis- Fifty-six hours are allotted for To examine the specifics of the 
cusses with an adviser the field of sleep, twenty-one hours per week — weekly program, we see that our 
engineering in which he wishes to for meals, and dressing, and twen- _ typical freshman begins his day by 
enroll, and the course choices open __ty-six hours are allotted for per- studying Chemistry, He reads the 
to him. At the end of this period, sonal activities such as dates, material to be covered in his lec- 
most students will know exactly sports, church, and relaxation. ture and laboratory periods later 
what courses they will be taking Students who must work for in the day, and uses this time for 
in the Fall. Occasionally, results of support, who plan to participate in review of earlier work. On Friday 
the tests will suggest modifications a major sport, or who learn more morning during this first period he 
in course choice, such as taking a slowly than their fellows must rec- attends Chemistry Quiz, a discus- 
more advanced English class or a ognize that the hours for these sion class. On three mornings per 
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week our freshman reports to Eng- ROTC Orientation program, hours per week, since mathematics 

lish class, where he learns princi- where students are given an op- is such an important subject in any 

ples of composition and gains portunity to learn about different engineering curriculum. Evening 
facility in the use of language. reserve training programs and are hours are devoted to study, with 
Two mornings per week he attends _given the information with which the hours distributed to insure that 
speech class, where he finds an op- to choose whether or not they wish no course will be neglected, and 
portunity to develop skills in pub- _ to pursue a reserve officer training _ utilizing psychological _ principles 
lic speaking. Following his lan- program. of learning. Week-ends offer the 
guage courses, our freshman spends After lunch, our student has most free time, yet some week-end 
two hours, three times a week in some free time three days per hours must be used for study and 

drawing class, where he learns to week, which he might devote, for review if the minimum of thirty- 
read and write the language used example, to the completion of his five study hours is to be realized. 
in all engineering work. These drawing assignments. Twice weekly College is in reality more time 
skills of communication are consid- he attends Chemistry lecture. As consuming than many “full-time 
ered most important for our would- a supplement to these lectures, he _ jobs”. 
be engineer. spends four hours per week in the The Office of the Freshman Ad- 

On Tuesday morning at 9:55, all — chemistry laboratory and one hour _viser is open at all times for fresh- 
freshman engineering students at- in discussion, as noted above. Five man engineers to come for consul- 
tend Freshman Lectures, an orien- days per week he attends mathe- tation about any special problems 
tation program designed to intro- matics class, to learn the concepts which might arise, Students may 

duce freshmen to key members of of calculus and analytic geometry, need and receive help with finan- 
the college faculty, and to acquaint with two hours per week spent in cial problems, with scholastic dif- 

them with various aspects of the lecture, and three spent in a dis- ficulties, and with redefining their 

jobs done by engineers. Two hours cussion session where he receives vocational objectives, If more spe- 
per week are spent in physical help in applying mathematical cialized help is needed, the adviser 
education class. During the first theory to the solution of problems. can refer the troubled freshman to 
five weeks of the semester, one Suggested study time for mathe- the proper person or agency. The 
hour per week is spent in an matics outside of class time is ten (Continued on page 58) 

a 
Hour ' Sunday ' Monday ' Tuesday ' Wednesday ' Thursday ' Friday ' Saturday 
ef 

7:00 ' Could ' Get up,'dress, eat, off to classes --~--~--------~- Could Sleep 

Sleep ' ' Late 
7:45 4 Late | ------------Study' Chemistry '----------- Chem 2a 

i ssssSs353 5320505112099 

8:50 ' Free time Eng. 1a Speech 8! ~ ila ' Speech 8 ' sng. 1a! 
p Freshman RCTC ' 

9:55 Free time Drawing Yectures' Drawing ' Crient. ' Lraning Study 

Se ie 2 English 
11:00 ' Free time ' Phy. Ed,! ' Phy. Ea, ' ' 

'_-------4-------- --Noon Meal ------'----------1--------'--------- 

12:05 ! “Study ! Mstudy ' Study '! a —— — —— 

t ' brawing' Chem 2a ' Lrawing ' Chem 2a ' Lrewing' 
1:20 ' Free time ' Lab. ! ' Lab. ! ' Free time 

—— OE “1 ———t ———— SS 

2:25 ' Free time Chem 2a ' Chem 2aL ! ' study ' Free time 
EE en 2 2 el 

3:30 ' Free time ------'-------- ' Methematics 60 ---- ---------' Free time 
gn 

___4:35 ' Free time ----~--------Study“hemistry -------------------~- Free time 
1 1 ' 1 bs ' 1 

6:00 ' ------------- Relax after evening meal es a an ear ee me nie 
_—————— << 5 — )F 0 

100 baneeeeneuuuuw.. Study Mathematics ---------------' 0D ' 

8:00 ' ---~---~------Stud Mathematics ---------------' A ' Free 
9:00 ' Study '. Study ' Study ' Study ' Study ' . 1 

10:00 ' Speech _' Speech _' English ' lish ' English ' E ' Time 

TTy00'! BLY the Sack | —-o-na aman owns a 
A typical freshman schedule. 
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C O tunities i é, Ineeri 

by James A. Marks 
College of Engineering, Placement Director 
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Professor Marks received his B.S. degree in Mechanical Engi- 
neering from Purdue in 1948 followed by an M.S. degree in Indus- 
trial Engineering in 1951. After working in industry for several 
years he came to the University of Wisconsin in 1954 as an instruc- 
tor in Engineering Drawing and Descriptive Geometry. In 1956 he 
was appointed to his present position of Engineering Placement 
Director. 

ITHIN the past few years ary of $6,000 during his first year the high school student who has 
the favorable job market after graduation, There is every the ability will find an engineering 
for engineering graduates reason to expect that starting sal- education to be better basic train- 

has remained very stable. Even aries will continue to rise at least ing than perhaps any other college 
during the recession in 1958 the — as much, if not more, than general program and a real asset in any 
job situation for engineering grads income levels rise. Certainly engi- field of endeavor, 

‘in boa a im for cial’ a Sai, Babee, Hanon finan- Engineering education, a most 
SN ee ge en oe: OS cial rewards in the years to come. vita] part of the entire engineering noticeable effect has been that the . . . ‘ : Of course, salary should not be profession, provides excellent op- companies are more selective as , . ie ; . : ; : the prime reason for anyone choos- portunities that are often over- job openings decreased. Scholastic | i . : . k ; for er . _ - venaiit ing a career in engineering, or in looked. The demand for engineers achievement, extra-curricular activ- : i : se : any other field, for that matter. will obviously provide more and ities, personality, character, and all 2 eye . saris & : : : : Instead, the individual should con- more opportunities in the teaching of the factors that employers look . 4 : es ae : ca Sonos sider the kind of work he (or she) of engineering. The individual who for are more critically examined. ’ : ‘ ‘ : will be doing and whether or not — would enjoy a career in education On the other hand, numerous ex- . . : me 2 aT : ; 4 eed he will be happy doing it. While and who has the ability and inter- haustive studies by professional, : : Z 2 : . . . : od . this might imply that only those est in engineering will find an ex- governmental, and business groups ‘ ee gtdber . * nt rape who have a deep interest in things tremely bright future in engineer- all conclude that at least for the : ; Be mechanical, for example, would ing education. next several years, probably for the consider engineering. it should be 
next decade, the demand for engi- ont 1 mat th fan s ‘obs nor The Placement Office of the Col- 
neers along with other technical el considered i b Oa iaadie lege of Engineering has expanded 
and. scientific personnel will con- ee i sh stiial ° ‘tie int ane along with the increased enroll- 
tinue and verv likely increase. demon a actual, Pracuce ‘vir Le X ment of engineering students and 

( : ema a gineering back- 3 i The expected increase in demand smu am engineering bac the need for engineering graduates. 
along with the intense competition 8 . The primary purpose of the Place- 
for better students has meant that Sales, production supervision, | ment Office is to provide facilities 
starting salaries are not only stay- management, and many other jobs and information for seniors when 
ing as high as they have been in have become exceedingly technical they begin looking for a job and 
the past but in many cases are in- in nature and an engineering edu- give counsel and advice to those 
creasing. It is not unusual for the cation is a real asset in almost any — who want help. 
graduate engineer to receive a sal- field. Under these circumstances (Continued on page 60) 
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Th C, j r 5SEON e PGR eCrinG roye oO 

by Kurt F. Wendt 

Dean, College of Engineering 

( ae Dean Wendt received his B.S. degree in Civil Engineering from 

4 prs WA the University of Wisconsin in 1927 and has taught in the College 

. ge of Engineering since 1927, For twelve years he was in charge of 
og a the Materials Testing Laboratory, then served as Associate Direc- 

Ye ee tor of the Engineering Experiment Station, and now is Dean of the 

“5a, — College of Engineering and Director of the Experiment Station. 
aio Ve 

: BN 
WON 

N BEHALF of the entire fac- During the last five years the neering mechanics was recently in- 
O ulty it is a pleasure to extend discoveries and applications in troduced to meet the demand for 

greetings to all students in engineering are increasing at an a broad, basic course in engineer- 
our Wisconsin high schools and to unprecedented rate and it is the ing with strong emphasis on sci- 
invite those who may be interested considered opinion of scientists, ence. Both undergraduate and 
in the field of engineering to visit | engineers, and industrialists that graduate work are available in 
us. You will find much of interest | we will see many more develop- each of the areas mentioned. In 
in our laboratories and the oppor- ments in the future than we have addition, graduate training is also 
tunity to discuss your plans for in the past. We have just begun to offered in nuclear engineering. 
the future should prove profitable. realize the potential in the fields At the present time electrical 
Dean Shiels, who is in charge of of nuclear and solar energy, in and mechanical engineering are 
our program for freshmen, and solid state physics, in communica- about equally popular and to- 
members of his staff and of the col- tions, in plastics, and in automa- gether account for about two-thirds 
lege will make you most welcome. tion. The problems of space are of our total enrollment. The de- 

During the past century engi- only beginning to emerge. A great mands of industry are high, how- 
neering has made great strides and challenge and a most interesting ever, in all areas of engineering 
its many contributions to our high future lie ahead for young men and it behooves you to investigate 
level of economic well-being are and women in all engineering the entire field to determine your 
universally recognized. You need fields. special interests before choosing a 
only look around to see the prod- Every week we receive many particular branch. 
ucts of engineering on every hand, questions and among the most fre- Manufacturing and processing 
The automobile, the airplane, quent are: What engineering — of substances from raw materials 
trains, ships, bridges, buildings, courses are available at Wisconsin? _ through carefully controlled chem- 
roads, electric light and power, Which courses are most popular? ical and physical changes comprise 

radio, television, water and sewer — What does the engineer do? Should the field of chemical engineering. 
systems, machine tools, refrigera- I be an engineer? Civil engineering, the oldest 
tors, and heating systems, to men- The profession is divided into branch, at one time included all 
tion only a few, all are the result five major fields: chemical, civil, engineering of a non-military char- 
of engineering design and produc- electrical, mechanical, and mining acter; today the main divisions are 
tion. Today engineers are making and _ metallurgical engineering, structural, sanitary, hydraulic, and 
major contributions in the fields of each with many subdivisions. Wis- transportation engineering. 
nuclear power, rockets, missiles, consin has curricula in all of these 

satellites, and space technology. fields. A new curriculum in engi- (Continued on page 58) 
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by Professor Paul J. Grogan 

Chairman, Extension Engineering Department 
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Professor Grogan has served in the above capacity since 1951. Earlier, he 

taught mechanical engineering subjects at both The University of Wisconsin and 

The University of Notre Dame. His educational background includes a M.S. 

from UW and a B.S. from Purdue. The professional field in which Professor 

Grogan has gained the greater amount of his practical experience is power 

generation. This has been reflected in his extensive writings on the subject in 

professional and trade journals. 

HE University Extension Di- under construction at Green Bay tion, and whether or not an engi- 
Tea is the off-campus arm and Kenosha. Substantial blocks of neering program can be completed 

of The University of Wiscon- credit toward a degree in any of in a normal four years if one starts 
sin, University Extension is most the several fields of engineering off campus. 
generally thought of as a public offered by The University of Wis- Credits earned at the eight Uni- 
service oriented activity of the consin may be obtained through versity Extension Centers may be 
University. This belief falls short the University Center System. “transferred” to the University at 
of the truth, for University Exten- It is only fair to mention at this gay] grade-point value. The quotes 
sion is teaching and research as time that The University of Wis- on the word “transferred” are pur- 
well as public service. Therefore, consin-Milwaukee (UW-M) offers poseful. Actually, University Cen- 
all three great missions of the Uni- considerable opportunity for the jg, credits are UW eredits and 16 
versity are fulfilled through Uni- study of engineering at both the “transfer” ever takes place. The or- 
versity Extension. undergraduate and graduate levels. iginal and permanent record card 

One of the units of the Extension There are further opportunities for of the University Center student is 
Division is the Department of En- beginning an engineering career at maintained among residence stu- 
gineering. Included among its re- the State Colleges distributed dent ‘vecords in Basan Hall ‘the 
sponsibilities are the programs of throughout Wisconsin. These latter main adminiuation building of 
undergraduate instruction in engi- operations are not a part of the the University, Transfers from 

necring at the several University University Extension Center sys-  YW-M also are at full grade-point Centers in the state. Centers are tem, but a great deal of harmony value, although the: record card in 
located at Kenosha, Racine, She- and accord exists within the entire this instance actually transfers 
boygan, Manitowoc, Marinette, state-supported system of higher from Milwaukee to Madison 
Green Bay, The Fox Cities, and education in Wisconsin. _ . Oe 
Wausau. Totally new instructional . Transfers from the State College 
facilities are available at the Wau- Transfer of Credit System may be made on 2 credit- 
sau Center serving Marathon Questions are often asked [or credit basis where the course 
County and the Fox Cities Cen- whether or not an individual is work is applicable to any part of 
ter serving Winnebago and Outa- able to obtain “full credit” for the requirements for the degree 
gamie Counties, New facilities are work taken in an outlying institu- (Continued on page 60) 
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What's it take to make the right connection? 

Plenty! Consider the problem. Western Electric manufac- trate heavily on developing manufacturing methods for this 
tures the switching systems which connect some 60-million ECO equipment. 
Bell telephones throughout the U. S. The average call over Your Western Electric assignments may cover many of 
today’s electromechanical system requires 420 relay opera- our other responsibilities as the world’s leading communica- 
tions. All together, this interconnecting equipment makes tions manufacturer. Perhaps you'll work on advances in 
up the heart of what is, in effect, the world’s largest machine. microwave transmission, or even on satellite communications. 

That’s where Western Electric and you come in. The Joining Western Electric may well be your right 
switching equipment for this “machine” involves an enor- connection. 
mous manufacturing job carried on by our plants throughout 
the country. Because of the size and service requirements Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and 
involved, we require quality standards far exceeding those chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, and cae : a e oe os business majors. For more information, get your copy of ‘Western of ordinary manufacturing. The size of this job presents an Electric and Your Career” from your Placement Officer. Or write 
unusual challenge to the engineer who may save the Bell College Relations, Room 6105, Western Electric Company, 195 Broad- 
System many thousands of dollars by even a small cost- way, New York 7, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a Western Electric 
reduction step. interview when the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 

While today’s switching calls for a priority on engineer- 
ing, tomorrow’s will be even more exciting. For even now 14 | 
the revolutionary Electronic Central Office is under field fe rn Elecfri 
trial and promises to remake the world of telephony. Future Wes 
Western Electric engineers, working closely with their 
counterparts at Bell Telephone Laboratories, will concen- MANUFACTURING AND suppLy XY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Winston-Salem, N. C.: Buffalo, N.Y.; North Andover, 
Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla. Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. uJ. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Ill., and 
Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distribution centers in 33 cities and installation headquarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 
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emica PLAGUE ET EA 

by Professor R. A. Ragatz 

Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department 

me be 

fs Po Professor Ragatz is a true native of Wisconsin, born in Prairie 
ip . ms = a du Sac, receiving his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degree at the Uni- 
/ eo] © @ ey versity, the latter in 1931. He has done some specialty work in 
4y a, a plastics, and is joint author of two widely-used texts in chemical 
an. a — engineering. 

HE chemical engineer’s func- gages are usually quite complex The Department of Chemical 
"T tion in industry is to trans- and require a series of well-defined Engineering has excellent instruc- 

late the laboratory discoveries processing steps, some of which tional facilities. The Chemical 
of research chemists into large- are chemical in nature and some of | Engineering Building has well- 
scale manufacturing operations. which are essentially physical in equipped undergraduate labora- 
The research chemist generally character. Typical chemical proces- tories for instruction in unit 
makes the basic discoveries, and ses are polymerization, sulfona- operations, chemical manufacture, 
he almost always works with small- tion, chlorination, nitration, hydro- process measurements and control, 
scale equipment in the laboratory. genation, oxidation, reduction, hy- applied electrochemistry, plastics, 
His apparatus usually is made of — drolysis, and alkylation. Typical and technical analysis. Facilities 
glass, and his product yields are physical operations are pumping of for graduate MS and PhD thesis 
small, usually a few grams at most. fluids, transport of solids, heating projects are also provided. 
The chemical engineer, on the or cooling of materials, crushing The curriculum in chemical en- 
other hand, is assigned the task of | and grinding, mixing, filtration, gineering has, for many years, 
designing and operating the large- _ drying, absorption of gases by liq- been accredited by the American 
scale apparatus required to pro- uids, solvent extraction, crystalliza- Institute of Chemical Engineers 
duce the desired material in com- tion, distillation, and evaporation. and also by the Engineers’ Coun- 
mercial quantities. Chemical engineers select the vari- cil for Professional Development. 

The chemical engineer finds em- ous chemical and physical opera- The curriculum is constantly under 
ployment with companies engaged tions needed to make the desired scrutiny, and periodic changes are 
in the manufacture of gasoline, product; they work out the best made as called for by new scien- 

fuel oil, lubricating oil, greases, conditions for each step; they de- tific discoveries and changed _in- 
asphalt, rocket fuels, synthetic rub- sign the equipment needed for dustrial conditions. | 
ber, rubber products, plastics, syn- each step; they build and operate The tremendous growth of the 
thetic textile fibers, paper, synthe- the complete plant. chemical industry since World War 
tic detergents, soaps, insecticides, In a large company employing — II has created many employment 
weed killers, sulfa drugs, and anti- many chemical engineers, the type opportunities for graduates from 
biotics. The chemical engineer pro- of work carried out by a particular the chemical engineering course. 
duces a host of “petrochemicals” individual may be restricted to one Prospective students should bear 
such as toluene, formaldehyde, of the following general lines of in mind, however, that Wisconsin 

ethyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, and activity: development, production, has relatively few chemical indus- 
benzene. In all of the foregoing maintenance, process control, in- tries, with the result that most of 
manufacturing activities, research spection and. testing, design, con- our graduates secure employment 
chemists and chemical engineers struction, technical sales and cus- outside of the state. A notable ex- 
form a coordinated team. tomer service, and administration. ception is Wisconsin’s large pulp 

The manufacturing processes in If a chemical engineer works for and paper industry, in which many 
which the chemical engineer en- a smaller company, his duties prob- — of our graduates have secured 

ably will encompass several of the — employment. 
4 View of top of butadiene unit. foregoing types of work. THE END 
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by Professor Arno T. Lenz 

Chairman, Department of Civil Engineering 

e a Professor Arno T. Lenz is in his second year as Chairman of the Department 

ff ; | of Civil Engineering. He is a Wisconsin native, having been born in Fond du 

, | Lac, and has received four degrees from the University. The last was the doctor- 
* ea of ‘ % z é . + . . . 

7 = me ate in 1940. His professional work has been in Hydraulic Engineering with spe- 

~ ea cial Emphasis on water resources studies and model tests of dams. In addition 
4 +" rod i ‘ ¢ 7 Fi 

: a” — to his teaching and research, he has spent several summers on engineering work 
fii 

Al i for the Tennessee Valley Authority, the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation and Wis- 
ae ili oe . . . e 

< consin industries, and as a consultant in law suits concerned with water problems. 

IVIL Engineers have built the must also be a navigator using the to cross rivers, railroads and high- 
world in which we live and same knowledge of surveying ways and the buildings in which 
you men who are entering the and measurement as the missile we live, work and play. 

profession will build the great new —_ launcher who lines up the frame To do these interesting things, 
world of the future. Perhaps it on the pad. he must first collect basic data by 
would be better to say space of the However, for every civil engi- measuring land distances, direc- 
future because it will be civil en- neer employed in this new field of tions and elevations in the field or 

gineers who design and construct glamour, there will be thousands from aerial photographs, He meas- 
the space platforms from which we — doing equally interesting work ures water levels in rivers and 
will operate just as those men who planning, designing, and building wells. He measures flows in rivers 
have specialized in structures are the civil as well as military works and the quantity of water pumped 
now designing and building the air _ we need for life on this planet, The — from wells and its effect on adja- 
frames of the jet planes which problems connected with our water cent wells. He measures the chemi- 
streak across the sky and the mis- resources are but examples of work cal and bacteriological character of 
sile frames and launching devices to be done. While our population waters and wastes. 

already m we uF Stresses pee Is SrOWNINE. and the use of water From consideration of the loads 
develop i SS, caret ily a elr per person is growing even faster, to be placed on structures and the 
skin plates must be careru. : affect the fresh clean water supplied by — wind, snow and water pressures 
lated, taking into anne canis ect nature remains constant and that involved, the engineer computes 
of Rempenshie, somsion 2 Pres is being polluted by man at an the stresses which come on steel, 
sure. Such problems will tax the ever increasing rate. The civil en- concrete, or wood floors, beams, 

ingenuity of those most mathe-  gineer measures and studies the — yoofs and walls so that sizes can 
atic: Bera es at a: . pipiens. uae female 5 cui. $ Ss at sizes Ca 

pee DY nae Fast biog prop variations in rainfall and stream be selected as necessary to carry 
lems in fluid mechanics and hy- flow in order to determine how the loads and prevent excessive 
draulics also require solution in best to store the flood water for deflection 

order that maximum pay load may use in time of drought. This water rhe si . 
. west a ot . : ‘ : The sizes of pipes and pumps 

be moved with minimum use o is held in reservoirs which must . 
- . se : and the location of valves and con- 

fuel. The fuel system requires be surveyed and constructed using : , : 
ioc 2 . ne 2 nections must be determined for 

burners, turbines, pumps, pipes dams built by the engineer. He | oe . 
. : . ssioned . oo the municipal water supply in the 

and valves which are all designed now studies also the conversion of er 
- : am £ fluid me : street as well as the piping in a 

using basic principles of fluid me- salt water into fresh water to sup- cae : a 3 
¥ z building. Likewise, pipes must be 

chanics. To travel in space, man plement the more usual sources. 5 Z 
. < a nar 2 selected for size, location and 

will need water supply and waste The civil engineer plans and ; 6 . _ z 
on . solved, Sanit : ay . . grade for storm drainage and sani- 

disposal problems solved. Sanitary builds the cities in which we live. oo. a 
Pe Le . . tary waste removal. Treatment 
Engineers are already working on He connects them with interstate : . . : : 

oO uen . . : : plants using biological or chemical 
these problems. Our space man highways and cuts into them with : 

7 methods to remove offensive ma- 
expressways so that traffic can : : aa a 

ickly and safely from terials must be carefully designed. 
Left: View north across Mackinac TNOVE “GREKLY all: sately: tO 

Bridge from the traffic lane. point to point. He builds bridges (Continued on page 56) 
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—Photo courtesy of Baker Manufacturing Company Evansville, Wisconsin 

The design of a hydrofoil boat such as the one shown here involves to some po y 

extent the same problems in Engineering Mechanics that face the designers of E 

ballistic missiles. These include problems in Properties of Materials, Fluid 

Dynamics, Aerodynamics, and Experimental Stress Analysis. Note the ski type 

sensor in front of the boat which is dynamically coupled through the control 

system to change the angle of attack of the submerged foil in order to keep the 

boat on a level course. 
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nqgineering eCCNaANntCcS 

by Professor George W. Washa 
Chairman, Mechanics Department 

o. : 4 Professor George W. Washa has been chairman of the Depart- 

e ment of Engineering Mechanics since 1953. He was born in Mil- 

G - Y 4 i : waukee, Wisconsin, and received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees 

aq from the University of Wisconsin. He has been very active in 
, fo ASTM and ACI. He has served as chairman of several ACI com- 

i y | ae mittees and has also served on the Board of Directors. He is co- 
>. = — author of two textbooks in Engineering Mechanics. 

HE newest undergraduate — mechanical and physical properties thought an undergraduate curricu- 
"TL enzinvering curriculum at the — of materials such as metals, plas- lum in Engineering Mechanics 

University of Wisconsin has tics, concrete, soils and wood, The — would have been of great benefit 
been started to meet the current new curriculum in Engineering to them in their professional activ- 
need for training in the more Mechanics provides for more __ ities and recommended strongly 
fundamental aspects of engineer- courses in physics, chemistry and that such a curriculum be 
ing. It is matched by similar cur- | mathematics than required in most _ activated. 
ricula in many of the leading engineering curricula along with Third, most industrial organiza- 
engineering colleges throughout advanced courses in Engineering tions both large and small prefer 
the country. They may not always — Mechanics. It includes a course in that ‘their men’ come 6 them with 
be called Engineering Mechanics, | Experimental Stress Analysis which a broad fundamental scientific 
but similar aims and objectives are —_ is concerned with the use of photo- background. Generally they them. 
present in many curricula such as __ elasticity and various mechanical gelyeg prefer to teach the details 
Engineering Physics and Engineer- _ and electrical strain gages for the relating to their specific activities. 
ing Science. purposes of determining stresses h . dies of the 

a ; when theoretical calculations are K Ed ‘caves a Peres 
What Is Engineering Mechanics? not practical. Graduate courses 3 y 8 8 

Engineering Mechanics serves as __ leading to the Master of Science Se Fee ee ge a 
a bridge between work in the basic and Doctor of Philosophy degrees, eden pening oh ene WON meen 
sciences—matematics, physics and — which have been given by the De- Aste SCIENCES. . 
chemistry—and the various engi- partment for many years, consider Fifth, perhaps the most impor- 

neering curricula. The mechanics further such fields of study as elas- tant reason for the formation of 

courses common to all engineer- _ ticity, plasticity, plates, shells, and the curriculum in Engineering Me- 
ing curricula are: Statics, con- elastic stability. chanics has been the great changes 

cerned with forces and equilibrium . lsat have taken place m scrence 
of bodies under the action of Why Was This New Curriculum ang engmecrns during the past 
forces; Dynamics, concerned with Started? years. Among the most important 
the motion of particles and bodies There are many reasons and a of these have been the rapid diffu- 
and the forces necessary to cause few of the more important are S10. of scientific knowledge and 

such motion; Mechanics of Ma- listed below: disciplines into engineering, the in- 
terials, concerned with the stresses First, many engineers now fre- — CTE&SINg_ Use of the analytical ap- 
and strains within beams, shafts, | quently work as a team with chem- proach to the solution of practical 
columns, and other elements per- __ ists, physicists, and mathematicians problems, and the need for a bet- 
forming their usual functions in and must be able to understand ter understanding of he Bronte 
structures and machines; Proper- them. Se ee ee cod stk bile 

ties of Materials, concerned with Second, many returning gradu- & g Iss amare 
understanding and measuring the ates have indicated that they (Continued on page 56) 
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El. L ; j ectr. ca nqgiuneering 

by Professor H. A. Peterson 

Chairman, Electrical Engineering Department 

SS S 

Prof. Harold A. Peterson has been Chairman of the Department 

; ft a | of Electrical Engineering since 1947. He is from Essex, lowa, and 

r : », received his B.S. and M.S. (with high distinction) from the Uni- 

Oc, versity of Iowa. He is a Fellow in AIEE, a Senior Member of IRE, 

* ame _ and a member of several other engineering societies. He also holds 

 , s << eight patents in the field of electrical engineering. 

LECTRICAL Engineering is a gineers have been largely respon- Building are among the best in the 
Bein profession. With the — sible for bringing this about. To- country. Our course of study in 

characteristic vigor of youth, day, heavy tasks around the farm electrical engineering is constantly 
it is growing and expanding rap- home and other tasks in all homes, —_ under surveillance so that improve- 
idly to meet the challenges of the can be done quickly, efficiently, | ments can be made from time to 
profession in an era which is char- and without drudgery. Radio and __ time to keep in step with the needs 
acterized by the growing impor- _ television have been brought to — of industry. We have recently re- 
tance of space technology. most homes. These are some of the vised our curriculum in order to 

Only seventy nine years ago, the — more obvious consequences of elec- | make it more suitable to the de- 
first waterwheel driven electric trical engineering. mands of our rapidly changing 
generator in this country was put Electrical Engineering has ex- technology. This new curriculum 
in operation at Appleton, Wiscon- panded tremendously in scope in applies to all those students enter- 
sin. Since that time, growth and recent years. Automatic control ing as freshmen in September 

development of the profession have theory, information theory, the 1959, and thereafter. 

been phenomenal. Today the Amer- transistor, new analytical tech- : ce Eanel 
ican Institute of Electrical Engi- niques, analog computers, digital There is a joint sa DEANE 
neers (AIEE) has over 54,000 computers, extra high voltage of the AIEE-IRE on the campus 

members, not including student — power transmission, the tunnel with a faculty member mM charge 
members. In addition, there are diode, nuclear fusion and fssion, as branch counselor. This student 
approximately 80,000 members of and many other developments branch elects its own officers, holds 

the Institute of Radio Engineers have been basically important in regular meetings, and sponsors ace 

(IRE). The IRE membership is this expansion. The control of tivities of interest to student engi 
growing rapidly at a rate of about guided missiles, and the very spe- neers. Tt affords a means for a 
12 per cent per year. It is one of cial instrumentation problems asso- ‘78 students saith tepard fo, proles- 
the fastest growing professional ciated with the recording of data sional Beuviles: withig the ATEE 
technical societies at the present. and transmitting such data back to and IRE following graduation. 

A few generations ago, electricity earth from satellites are largely the The University of Wisconsin 
was available in the homes of only _ responsibility of the electrical engi- offers excellent ‘opportunities for 
a few, Now, it is available in neer. The problems are fascinating study in electrical engineering. 
almost every home, Electrical En- and challenging, requiring much Young men and women with good 

imagination and resourcefulness in high school records and a real in- 
obtaining solutions. Advanced terest in science and mathematics 

Top: An IBM 1620 Data Processing training in engineering science and would do well to consider enroll- 
System. A new model has been recently mathematics is generally required jing in this course of study which 

4 installed at Wisconsin School of Engi- for creative work in these areas. leads to a most interesting profes- 

neering. : : : : : : we 
Bottom: The Dresden Nuclear Power At the University of Wisconsin, sional life of basic importance to 

Station. our facilities in the Engineering our economy and security. 
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eCnhranica ngtneering 

by Professor Ralph J. Harker 

Chairman, Mechanical Engineering Department 

: 4G “4 : : Professor Ralph J. Harker is completing his second year as Chair- 

a ae , - man of the Department of Mechanical Engineering. He is a native 

_ . 3 | / of Madison, Wisconsin, and received his B.S. and M.S. from the 

ee University of Wisconsin. His field is machine design, with particu- 

YX 4 am e Se lar interest in vibration and balancing. He has had considerable 

| — fr experience in the aircraft industry, and is vice-chairman of the 

4 ‘ ites ye Rock River Valley Section of the American Society of Mechanical 

x a Engineers. 

CHANICAL engineering _ neer, as well as the many types of — machines or complete plants, or he 
is that phase of engineering heavy earth-moving equipment may conduct research. Although 
which deals principally with | which make possible our expand- many special areas exist in the 

the conception, design, analysis, | ing super-highway systems. profession the field is traditionally 
test, production, and utilization of In power generation the me- _ divided into three broad activities. 
mechanical equipment. Engineers chanical engineer is responsible for © They are heat power, design, and 
in this profession have been a ma- the conversion of fuel energy, nu- industrial engineering. 
jor factor in the development in clear energy, or water power, to In the heat power field, engi- 
this country of the highest stan- mechanical energy. This involves neers are interested in the analysis 
dard of living in the world, which the design and construction of tur- of liquids, gases, and vapors, as 
has been largely achieved by the bo-machinery, steam generators, they are used in all types of engi- 
effective mass-production system pumps, and condensers, which are _ neering applications. Thus, the in- 
which has been developed.. The essential components of our tre- ternal combustion engine, the 
mechanical engineer, although con- _ mendous electrical power generat- _ steam turbine, the refrigerator, and 
tributing to our present technology _ ing capacity. the rocket engine are but a few 
in every industry and in every In the field of production ma- examples of equipment requiring 
phase of design, development and chinery, the mechanical engineer this type of engineering. To be 
production, has played a dominant has designed and developed the proficient in this area, the engineer 
role in the transportation, power automated equipment now used in must have a knowledge of thermo- 
generation, and manufacturing the manufacture of castings, dynamics, heat transfer, fluid flow, 

fields. stampings, extrusions, forging, and gas dynamics, combustion, and 

In the field of transportation he — of machined parts of all kinds. As other related subjects. 
has been largely responsible for this equipment becomes more In the design field, mechanical 
the development of modern air- complex, various types of hydrau- engineers are called upon to con- 
craft, including the turbo-jet lic, pneumatic, electrical, and ceive new devices and machines, 
engine, landing gear, hydraulic numerical controls must be under- and to refine and improve existing 
controls, and inertial navigation stood and applied by the mechan- designs. Perhaps no phase of me- 
systems. Our current cars, trucks, ical engineer. chanical engineering places greater 

and buses are the result of his ex- Mechanical engineering is per- demands upon the imagination, in- 

tensive efforts in the development haps the broadest in scope of all genuity, and judgment of an en- 

of engines, brakes, transmissions, branches of engineering. An indi- gineer than that of mechanical 

steering mechanisms, chassis struc- vidual mechanical engineer may design. Design requires the con- 

tures and the associated mass pro- design products or production version of ideas to physical reality, 

duction technology by which they — methods, he may supervise pro- which is the essence of engineer- 

are manufactured. Railroad and duction, he may administer busi- ing, The design engineer must be 

marine equipment is also designed ness operations or technical proj- well grounded in kinematics, ele- 

and built by the mechanical engi- ects, he may test individual (Continued on page 56) 
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Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is car- 

ried out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Development Center. 
Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controlled 
by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closed- 
circuit television providing a means for visual observation. 
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Pratt & Whitney Ai ft? ra Iitnhe IrCcCralt. 
= Z 

~~ 

~ oy ae : | of 7 
Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a == | te le a a i 

3 eae ook we Le fae do 
favorable engineering atmosphere. ty Le Ne | 3 ey 

oe Vj ‘iE i 
1s = ye — Py 

Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was ; Ne N : Pe | 

designing and developing the first of its family of oe So ee — 

history-making powerplants, an attitude was born—a : hi ri 2 aioe 

recognition that engineering excellence was the key : Ae poreses 

to success. At P&WA’s Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Lab- 

oratory (CANEL) many technical talents are focused 

That attitude, that recognition of the prime impor- on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for 

tance of technical superiority is still predominant at future air and space vehicles. With this live mock-up 
P&WA tod of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can 

today. determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients, 
. control effectiveness and other reactor parameters. 

The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge a— = , m1 
greater. No longer are the company’s requirements > <a ee. _2 | v . A 
confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical ® | a ee a 

and acronautical engincering. Pratt & Whitney Air- | ne ile a 7 
craft today is concerned with the development of we le COC 

all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero- | i A ; ma A | a C . 

space medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and | _. . a oS 
other advanced types. Some are entirely new in : Le  /_ 

concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA 
or materials engineering assignments, men with engineers is this on-site data recording center which 

degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chem- can provide automatically recorded and computed 
. . . data simultaneously with the testing of an engine, This 
ical and nuclear enginecring are needed, along equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different 
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry values per second. 

and metallurgy. af a 
/ mes _ —..., e 

Specifically, what would you do?—your own engi- ji f n Cr 7 } 

neering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt pa 4 o | le | 
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which er i (wee UCC | 
that talent can flourish. ios a iC ua s an 

A eee a 
bd \ 8 2 ee ee a. 

wes i ae 
| eerie ae A, : : . : : Fi el i a foo uJ 

For further information regarding an engineering : " a 

career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor 
1 1 ffi : Mr. R. P. Azi power cycles typify P&WA’s research in advanced 

cee p acement ofhcer, or-wnte fo Mr, et Zinger, space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experi- 
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, mental Engineers work together in such programs to 
East Hartford 8, Connecticut. establish and test basic concepts. 

eo iY ox Com, ost PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
ss Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

QD. CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 
SS FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida 
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Whning and Whetalhsrgical Enginceri : ining an ela uUrgica PLT CPLIL 

by Professor P. C. Rosenthal 

Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

i 
Hh aes 

ie S 
| audiee . This is Professor Rosenthal’s fifth year as department head. He 

i ee ar received his B.S. and M.S. in Metallurgical Engineering from the 

es 2. wg University of Wisconsin. He has been very active in the AFS and 

cy ui? : ig ASM, being chairman of several committees. He was co-author of 

: 4h ry “Principles of Metal Casting.” 
es a 

F YOU were to examine a list One option of the curriculum in beneficiation, mineral dressing or 
|. the elements and their prop- __ this field concentrates on the geo- mineral concentration. This field 

erties you would find that the logical aspects of mining. The _ represents the link between mining 
majority of them would be classi- graduate from this program is re- on the one hand and metallurgy on 
fied as metals. Further investiga- ferred to as a geological engineer the other. The mineral dressing 
tion into the use of these metals and would be primarily concerned engineer designs and operates 
would reveal that almost everyone __ with finding and exploring new ore __ plants for the separation of the 
of them has some commercial _ bodies or oil fields. He would esti- valuable minerals from the waste 
application in the pure or alloyed = mate the economic value of the products. This field is becoming 
form. A more intensive study, such ore and determine how it might increasingly more important as 
as would be gained in a mining or best be extracted from the earth. _ the richer ore deposits become ex- 
metallurgical engineering program The mining engineer designs, hausted and lower grade ores must 
of courses, would establish that constructs, and operates mining be utilized, In Wisconsin, for in- 
even many of the non-metals such __ properties. He, in effect, begins stance, the use of the available low 
as oxygen, carbon, and phosphorus, where the geological engineer grades ores awaits development of 
play an important part in metal leaves off because his principal | economical methods for concen- 
processing and alloying. Thus the tasks are associated directly with trating these ores to higher iron 
mining or metallurgical engineer the mining operation. He plans the contents. The mineral dressing en- 
deals with a wide variety of ele- method of removing the ore, de- gineer uses many methods and de- 
ments and combinations thereof, signs the transportation system and vices for concentrating ores such 
and must understand the chemical handles related problems of venti-  as_ gravity separation, “heavy 
and physical problems associated lation and power supply. media” separations, and flotation. 
with their preparation and use. In the petroleum field, the coun- His program of study is much the 

Utilization of metals begins with terpart to the mining engineer is same as that of the mining engi- 

the discovery and development of the petroleum engineer. His job is neer but usually contains less min- 

mineral wealth. This is the work of to plan and operate the oil-drilling ing and more metallurgical engi- 

the mining engineer, The curricu- and pumping equipment and _ neering subjects. 

lum for mining engineering in- arrange for the storage of the After the mineral dressing engi- 
cludes, in addition to courses in crude petroleum. He should also neer has completed his work of 
mine evaluation, development, and _ be familiar with methods used to concentrating the ore, the metal- 
ore removal, related courses in locate new petroleum fields. lurgical engineer steps in to reduce 
geology, mineral concentration and The geological, mining and _ the ore to the metallic state. In this 
chemical processing. There are also petroleum engineering options are work he may utilize heat, elec- 

courses in related fields such as all available at Wisconsin. tricity, chemicals or a combination 

hydraulics, surveying, electrical Once the ore is removed from of these factors. Since this treat- 

engineering, and heat and power. the earth, it must be processed fur- ment usually involves chemical re- 

4 Left: Tapping molten aluminum from ther before the metal can be 

an electrolytic smelter. extracted, This is called mineral (Continued on page 56) 
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W , r , omen tn nqgtneering 

by Barbara Friede ChE’63 

as, 
og - 

. ae Since Barbara is the only sophomore girl in chemical engineering, she wrote 
a i. _ this article from an expert's viewpoint. Barb is from Reedsburg, Wisconsin and 
2 Ge ny gp Po lives in Chadbourne Hall in Madison. Along with keeping up with her engi- 

, 7 CT 4 J neering studies, she is circulation manager of the Wisconsin Engineer. Barb 
Va’ Na 4 practices what she preaches, especially with regard to maintaining a good sense 

=S 4 of humor. Last year she was named honorary co-winner of the bushiest beard 
waa’ contest (artificial division) last St. Patrick’s day. 

* . f : 

URING the first years of requirements must be met before they have graduated. The airplane 
Dia school it is the respon- colleges will accept you. Four factories around Los Angeles have 

sibility of the girls as well as years of math and all the sciences hired a great many to the extent 
the boys to seriously consider — you can take are recommended as that Southern California has one 
which professions they would like high school work. of the greatest concentrations of 
to enter. Today there are more op- Today there are not many _ engineers in the country, Bell Tele- 
portunities for women in industry, women in Engineering but it is phone, a “highly engineered” in- 
business, and research than there not a brand-new profession for — dustry, is continually looking for 
were a few years ago. Practically women. Way back in 1886 the first. | women engineers, Firms which 
every profession known to man has woman engineer opened her office. manufacture radio, television, and 
been entered by women, Engineer- One woman engineer was Lillian other equipment also employ num- 
ing of all types—chemical, mechan- Moller Gilbreth who became fam- bers of women engineers, Quite a 
ical, civil, electrical, and metallur- ous along with her engineer hus- few are working for the govern- 
gical—have suited the interests of band in scientific management. ment. Civil Service does not dis- 
some women and they have However, since Engineering is con- criminate against women. Some of 
succeeded in making it their sidered a man’s world, many the women engineers are teaching 
profession. women do not want to enter the in engineering schools. Others have 

Not every man or woman can be profession even though they are — found work in the various branches 
an engineer. There are four gen- interested in it. But this should of the petroleum industry. These 
eral qualifications which must be not hold them back because we are just a few of the many fields 
considered by every prospective have freedom of opportunity in the — in which women engineers are ac- 
engineer before deciding upon his United States and that freedom in- __ tively engaged today. 
career, cludes job choice, The job open- It is now being predicted that in 

(1) An aptitude for and prepar. ngs for women engineers are not the next few years more and more 
ation in mathematics, as great as for men engineers. In _ girls will decide to study engineer- 

(2) An ability to visualize and one employment manual there ing, for people are finally realizing 
Worle Git problems, were 300 different companies who that women can help satisfy in- 

(3) A knowledge of mechanical | Would accept men chemical engi- — dustry’s demand for capable engi- 
movements and physical neers and only 30 who would ac- neers. You girls now in high school 
principles. cept women chemical engineers. can be the vanguard of this move- 

(4) A preference for scientific But one must take into account ment of women into engineering. 
8E méclianital work that there is about one woman en- One other extra hint from one 

gineer graduating per 1000 men. woman engineer to another; being 
OF course this deciding cannot — The types of Engineering jobs for the only girl with so many boys 

be done in the last half of one’s men and women are the same al- makes competition with grades a 
senior year—but much earlier in though chief engineer jobs prefer- little tougher and the kidding may 
high school so the right steps may _ ably go to men with more lab work get a little rough at times. So come 
be taken. If you do decide on En- reserved for women. prepared with your sense of 
gineering or think you might pos- Perhaps you are now wondering humor, your eagerness to learn, 
sibly go into it, certain high school what jobs are open to women once _and_your sliderule. THE END 
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Develop your natural abilities of working with other people. 

by Myron A. Noth 

Polygon Board President 

Polygon Board is comprised of representatives from the respective branches 
of the professional engineering societies on campus. It acts as the central or- 
ganizing group for the common interests of the engineering student body. 

ANY high school seniors are Another jis to develop your ability healthy diversion since it is im- 
choosing engineering as to organize your efforts and the practical to study continuously, 

their course of study for the efforts of people around you for the I do not wish to give the impres- 
next four years in college. If you solution of problems or projects. sion that classroom work is not 
are one such student, the natural Unfortunately it is difficult to important. A solid knowledge of ee aes i y Pp g questions that arise in your min effectively develop these traits in theory is essential and the calis- 
are: “What will be expected of the classroom. A more direct thenics of doing homework prob- >” and. “Wh: . 8 I mer and, “What can I expect 8 method of developing these traits lems will train your mind in ap- 
accomplish in these coming years! is to participate actively in extra- roaching problems in analytical Ta eat Se partici y PI gp y ne purpose of your next four curricular activities. manner. I do not suggest that you years is to trai ind t i ei 2 y ie 1s bie am el ae a On campus there are student become active to the point where 
vI ued in th w me ba ‘lege branches of nearly all of the pro- your classroom work suffers.Rather, 

oraduati meme years a er nected fessional engineering societies for I suggest a healthy balance of cur- 
paar uation in your expected all types of engineering, ie. the ular and extra curriculur activity. 
ein ons a college education ac American Institute of Electrical This is the philosophy of Polygon on he eed io neahon ac- Engineers, the American Socicty Board, and we are not alone in 
ook Is noe Oe ng SOUS, of Mechanical Engineers, and this opinion. Great emphasis is 
apie mee a nore than thessene others. placed on activities by most com- 

somalia iahatits You sal find ‘that Not only do these societies and Pe lie len ae Enuines for thie problems ‘which will bd Sie institutes offer professional asso- Sohal shi CONEEE 0 ude at 
countered if the classroom are Ciation with men in the profession ee ee ee ee is ee 
problems which have already been and your fellow students, but they eee ae ES Ee ee solved in industry, The problems also give the student experience in Once you have entered the Col- 
you will encounter after college will speaking before audiences, expres- lege of Engineering and get your ; sing ideas and working with feet on the ground, become active, be new, unsolved problems. Re- 88 !4eas and wo 8g ° ; a 

ost dha : srOUPS complete the project of obtaining member that a college education groups, he best educati can aeE® ‘ is 2 en True, activities do take time, but the best education you can get. should train your mind to cope rue, ac > y. ill be paving cood ° 
with future problems it is apparent from common exper- OU WE } De Pea ee a vetonr: a Uture S. . . J $C] « Moe > Ss : There are additional elements, — ience that the active student finds Bhat wen cin Gh ithe: MOST Z01e 6 
then, to be added to your college that his study habits, and conse- G . tan k : . tf 
education along with your class- quently his grades, improve when 2000 Wu wen Bene outs 
room work. One is to learn how to he is more active. He learns to very interesting, years. THE END 
work with other men of your pro- budget his time and to study more * Develop your natural abilities of 
fession in a productive atmosphere. efficiently. Activities also give a working with other people. 
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OAK CREEK TO PRODUCE 1,050,000 KW 

In 1957, Wisconsin Electric Power Company’s Oak Creek power plant became the 

largest power plant in Wisconsin, generating 500,000 kw in the first four units 

shown to the left of the white line on the photo. Five years later — by the end of 

1961 — it will produce 1,050,000 kw. 

A growing industry, indeed. The 275,000 kw unit 6 will be housed in the nearly 

completed structure at the right. Unit 6 will include improvements over its “twin” 

unit 5, which was placed in service at the end of 1959. Unit 5 is just left of the largest 

stack. As in all Company operations, design and development work is assigned to 

Company engineers. The Company is also participating in atomic power research 

at the Enrico Fermi plant at Monroe, Michigan. 

Engineers have abundant opportunities here in all fields for personal progress in 

power. In addition to a wide diversity of industry, the Company’s service area offers 

a good balance of commercial and farming activities. A good place to work and live. 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY | ne, 
ALA 

SYSTEM Xe “A 
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. cS Be 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. se - 
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WANT INTERESTING WORK? 

WANT TO LEARN AS YOU EARN? 

Here’s a chance to put theory to practice... to appraise what you have 

learned in relation to what industry requires on the job. You'll get a 

better idea of where you can go in your chosen field...and perhaps 

the route to take after graduation. 

If you’re a junior, senior, or graduate student of chemical or 
mechanical engineering, or chemistry, you may be given a regular plant 

or laboratory assignment, important and challenging work, keyed to 

your education to date. You'll get the same personal, interested training 

as our permanent employees. 

A summer job with Du Pont can be an important step toward a 
good job with us after college. You learn about us and what kind of 

company we are. We learn about you. 

Jobs for students are limited, of course, so write soon to Du Pont, 
Room 2430-2 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

(There are some jobs, too, for freshmen and sophomores, as lab 

assistants and vacation relief operators. They should apply direct to the 

Du Pont laboratory or plant of their choice.) 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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Biggest thirst in the universe 

i. ey CC ee Sie 
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Ree A oe ee a : 
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ey oo : "7 Each 6,000,000 pound thrust rocket ship now being planned for manned 
i. 6 interplanetary exploration will gulp as much propellant as the entire capac: 
a | =~ FUiity of a 170 passenger DC-8 Jetliner in less than 4 seconds! It will consume 
a —_. = _- 1,140 tons in the rocket's approximately 2 minutes of burning time. Required 

ae » = ™® Cobo carry this vast quantity of propellant will be tanks tall as 8 story buildings, 
tt ee ew 4 __ strong enough to withstand tremendous G forces, yet of minimum weight. 

i. a6) Be, Douglas is especially qualified to build giant-sized space ships of this type 
hy i A because of familiarity with every structural and environmental problem 

) Ye fs involved, This has been gained through 18 years of experience in producing 
i ] missile and space systems. We are seeking qualified engineers and scien- 
ae tists to aid us in these and other projects. Write to C. C. LaVene, Box P-600, 

pe ¢ Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

i yi Dr. Henry Ponsford, Chief, Structures Section, discusses valve and 
6 —_ »fuel flow requirements for space vehicles with DOUGLAS 

mms Donald W. Douglas, udr., President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Il MILITARY AIRCRAFT Bil DC-8 JETLINERS Ill CARGO TRANSPORTS Ill AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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PhD, MS, BS in EE 

PhD, MS in Physics and Mathematics : 

—would you rather blaze trails in electronic 

communications theory or consolidate 
territory newly won? 

AT STROMBERG-CARLSON 
Division of General Dynamics 

«where a group of outstanding scientists 

and engineers are conducting both theoretical 
and applied studies in many aspects of the 

science of communications 
The list below indicates 

While our broad concern at Stromberg-Carlson is in the acqui- the range of work currently 

sition, transmission, processing, storage and display of com- In progress. 

munications data, ancilliary investigations — often seemingly FIELDS OF RESEARCH ENDEAVOR 

remote — are carried on to enhance our basic understanding p: . 
. . aramagnetic Resonance 

of the communications field. Thin Photoconductor Films 
Ferroelectricity | 

TO THE ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATE this fre- scene on ang Coding 
quently offers the opportunity, upon completion of his studies, Bandwidth Compression 

to continue theoretical investigations initiated in thesis Hydro:Asoustie Transdlicers Y jolecular Electronics 
preparation. Defect Solid State Physics 

Parametric Devices 

TO THE MAN WHO HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED HIS eae Prepaneton Knalvsix 
BS, it provides varied career choices: to work directly with Plasma Physics 

experts on research projects; to participate in advanced devel- ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT &:ENGINEERING 

opment engineering concerned with the solution of complex a 
a . 2 ICBM Communications 

systems engineering and equipment problems; to undertake Electronic Switching 
the design of specific hardware which may involve the first Nuclear Instrumentation. icati 

a see ue igh-Speed Digital Data Communications 
practical utilization of new knowledge. Electronics Reconnaissance Systems 

Single Sideband Communications 

AT ALL LEVELS, the opportunities for professional growth Sunchrorous Dare Transmission 
are exceptional, not only through concentration on work in Machine Tool ‘Automation 
advanced areas but through continual contact with able men Radio Data Links 
trained in other disciplines. Informal consultation between en ey Sound Generators 
engineers, physicists, mathematicians, psychologists and lin- Shaped Beam Display Systems 

: ‘ Z * ‘ a High-Speed Automatic Missile Check-Out Equipment guists is available on a day to day basis. Further, with scien Suner-Speed Read-Out and Printing Equipment 

tists it is the aim of Stromberg-Carlson’s technically-trained Electro Acoustics & Transducers 
management to maintain the atmosphere of the academic peele Systems 

world, encouraging discussion, publication of papers and par- Br cauionene 
ticipation in technical symposia. Precision Hi-Fi Components 

For further information write to the College Relations Section, 

Engineering Personnel Department. 

a orvision of GENERAL DYNAMICS 
1450 North Goodman St., Rochester 3, New York 
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. is As a tribute to the girls in the school 

: MO Ae of engineering we present the best look- 

ri ‘ y ing “fellow” engineer. Joellen, better 

eS ‘ known as Jo, is a sophomore in civil 

es : engineering. 

Often times she has been kidded 

about studying civil engineering, but 

{ her gay smile and quick replies always 

: quell impending embarrassment. Usu- 

ally the kidder ends up being flustered 

: . —ask some of her instructors. 
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Yes, ... at. SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT 

: on A “stream-of-action” environment with unusual growth 

possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of 
career. And that’s an excellent reason for considering 

carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft. 

We believe that our company is just the “right-sized 

stream’. Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small- 
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a 
field that is wide open to the expression of imagination 

and professional competence. 

Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the 

modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging 

and is recognized as one of the broadest and most 

challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere 

of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec- 

tronic team of twenty to thirty associates—or—working 

with a highly selective group of four or five on interest- 
ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot- 

age, automatic stabilization, etc. 

If you want to enter this “stream-of-action’”, the time is 
now. Opportunities for personal progress have never 

been greater. 

For detailed information about careers with us, please 

write to Mr. James L. Purfield, Employment Supervisor. 

mtn RS 4. (eae G WO AB erwasicerircir 

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION = = 8 = =| 
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Meet a Challenge? 
At Delco Radio we’re meeting the staggering challenges of the 

Space Age with a combination of outstanding resources and abilities. 

Latest addition to the Delco complex of over one million 

square feet of modern laboratory, manufacturing and office facilities 

is the new 125,000 sq. ft. research and engineering center now 

under construction in Kokomo, Indiana. 

But physical resources are only half the story. Delco’s rise 

to prominence in the fields of electronics and solid state physics 

has been led by men of unusual abilities. 

And, just as it’s necessary to continue expanding our physical 

resources, we must continue to seek out capable men to meet the 

increasing challenges of the future. We need ambitious young 

men with new ideas—new talent. 

If a bold, aggressive program of action is what you’re interested in, 

write to Mr. Carl Longshore—Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 

or talk with our representative when he visits your campus. 
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“~~ Detco RApDIO DIVISION OF GENERAL Motors 

Koxomo, INDIANA 
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OUT OF THE LABORATORY 
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Manned space missions of extended flight environmental systems for advanced flight vehicles. 
duration must have a large, continuous, long last- This diversification of project areas enables 
ing and reliable source of electrical power. Only _ the engineer at Garrett to specialize or diversify 
a nuclear reactor heat source is compatible with according to his interest, not only making work 
these requirements to provide power for propul- more interesting but increasing the opportunities 
sion and to operate all equipment aboard the for responsibility and advancement. 
spacecraft. Advanced nuclear energy conversion An orientation program lasting a number of 
systems are now being developed by Garrett’s months is available for the newly graduated engi- 
AiResearch divisions to meet these new power _ neer, working on assignments with highly experi- 
requirements. enced engineers in laboratory, preliminary design 

Besides nuclear and solar power systems for and development projects. In this way his most 
space applications, other project areas at Garrett profitable areas of interest can be found. 
include: electronic systems, such as flight data com- For further information about a career with The 
puters and solid state transistorized conversion Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 
systems for high speed generators; and complete in Los Angeles. 

THE CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona 

OTHER DIVISIONS AND SUBSIDIARIES: AIRSUPPLY-AERO ENGINEERING ® AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE © GARRETT SUPPLY © AIR CRUISERS 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL ® GARRETT MANUFACTURING LIMITED © MARWEDEL © GARRETT INTERNATIONAL S.A. © GARRETT (JAPAN) LIMITED 
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Right now, Koppers research scientists are moving into this new $8 million 

research center located in Monroeville, Pa., a suburban area of Pittsburgh. 

This move is typical of Koppers growing emphasis on an aggres- 

sive research and development program, in exploratory and 

applied research, to discover new products and to improve and 

find new uses for existing ones. Koppers research is identified 

Kop pers with a variety of products, including plastics, coal-tar derivatives, 

wood preservatives, fine chemicals and dyestuffs. 

moves into The Exploratory Section of our Research Department enjoys 

complete academic freedom for the analysis and investigation 

of new ideas and concepts in fields such as polymer chemistry, 

new general organic chemistry, catalysis, and organometiallics. 

Koppers Research Department provides opportunities for re- 

research center search assignments in organic, physical, analytical, and polymer 

chemistry. Scientists will be associated with either the Explora- 

tory or Applied Researches Sections, or the Analytical or 

Physical Chemistry Laboratories, as warranted by the interests 

and achievements of the individual. 

Learn about the opportunities for you at Koppers and at our new Research 

Center, where research-minded graduates are offered an ideal atmosphere for 

progressive development. Write the Personnel Manager, Research Department, 

Koppers Company, Inc., Monroeville, Pennsylvania. 

aa 
KOPPERS|| 7he industry that serves all industry 

VW 
® 
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BABCOCK & WILCOX BEGINS SHIP- 1958, by Mrs. Richard M. Nixon. 80 inches. It will be rotated on its 
MENT OF ATOMIC FUEL FOR Built as an experimental govern- axes by light-sensitive servo de- 

N. S. “SAVANNAH,” WORLD'S ment project initiated by President vices so that a reflection of the sun 
ee MER- Eisenhower to demonstrate the _will be transmitted through a 480- 

peaceful applications of atomic en- foot tunnel to a second mirror, 
The initial shipment of $9 million ergy, the vessel measures 596 feet then on to a third mirror, through 

worth of nuclear fuel elements long, 78 feet in beam, and will a 75-foot-long 72-inch-wide vac- 
which will power the N. S. “Savan- cruise at about 20 knots when it uum chamber, and on to a specto- 
nah,” world’s first atomic merchant begins operating in 1961. graphic plate for observation. The 
vessel, was made by The Babcock The “Savannah's” nuclear propul- second mirror _ is parabolic, 60 
& Wilcox Company’s nuclear facili- sion system, designed and manu- inches in diameter; the third is flat, 
ties plant here today. The units are factured by The Babcock & Wilcox with a diameter of 48 inches, 
en route to Camden, N. J., where | Company, will be “one of the most A heliostat provides an artificial 
the ship is nearing completion. advanced, yet conservatively de- eclipse of the surrounding corona 

In all, 36 fuel elements will be signed atomic power plants in ex- of the sun excluding all but the 
delivered to Camden in nine ship- __ istence,” according to the U.S. — direct surface to be studied, The 
ments spread over a seven-week Atomic Energy Commission and  heliostat assembly is to be 23 feet 
period. the Maritime Administration. wide and 31 feet long. It will ro- 

Four of the elements will be tate at the earth’s rotational speed, 
“spares,” while 32 will be assem- WESTINGHOUSE BUILDING following the sun all day, each day 
bled as the reactor “core,” capable MOUNTS FOR LARGEST of the year. In addition, it can 
of propelling the “Savannah” 14 SOLAR TELESCOPE move with respect to the second 
times around the globe, or 350,000 Mounts for the world’s largest mirror to compensate for tempera- 
miles, without stopping. A ship — solar telescope are now being built ture changes. 
powered by more conventional in Westinghouse Electric Corpora- The observatory is equivalent to 
means would require 800,000 bar- tion shops at Sunnyvale, Calif., for a 10-story 500-foot-long building 
rels of fuel oil to travel the same installation at Kitt Peak National situated 300 feet underground and 
distance. Observatory, 40 miles southwest of 200 feet above ground. It is located 
Each clement weighs 760 pounds, — Tucson, Ariz. When the telescope on _ 6,875-foot-high Summit Ridge 

and is 92 inches long and 8.5 inches is put into operation, it will allow inside Papago Indiana Reservation. 
square, A’ single clement contains geophysicists to conduct specto- The telescope building will have 
164 stainless steel tubes one half — graphic analyses of the sun’s sur- an outside skin of copper underlaid 
inch in diameter, which contain the face. Eruptions of fast moving by tubes carrying water to keep 
nuclear fuel in pellet form. gases, radiation, electromagnetic the building temperature close to 

There will be 682,200 uranium forces and other phenomena that that of the outside air. A substan- 
oxide pellets in the reactor core, can be studied with the instrument _ tial temperature difference would 
bearing 15,620 pounds of U235 and will contribute valuable informa- cause “heat waves” that interfere 
U238, Of this, 127.6 pounds, or 1.2 tion to various scientific fields in- with observations. 
per cent of U235, the fissionable cluding atomic research, mete- Because its instruments will be 
isotope, will be consumed before orology and communications, capable of photographing 500-mile 
replacement by a new core is nec- Three large mirrors will be used areas on the sun 93 million miles 
essary. In effect, the “Savannah” in the new telescope to focus the away, the observatory must be 
will travel on approximately two sun’s rays into a bright image, 34 built to critical specifications. For 
fuel pellets per mile. inches in diameter. The largest example, the 26-foot-diameter 

Construction of the ship began mirror, part of an assembly called tower on which the heliostat sets 
when the keel was laid on May 22, a heliostat, will have a diameter of cannot move as much as one-thous- 
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andth of an inch in a 25-mile wind. eS pe : Bae : = 
Westinghouse has received a te gg a see Pg ee al om Pe gee at 

$215,000 contract to build and in- tae ee 2 Fe P eS fe go . a 
stall the heliostat mounts from the lM ee ee i hw ee ES 
Association of Universities for Re- ie Pe We a ee search in Astronomy (AURA), Meet a 
which is designing the observatory oe Nee es) eee d Bey is Sey 
and will operate it. AURA is made ae: TE _ ae — Psat ee oa 
up of astronomers from nine Ameri- : =n = ee een 
can universities: California, Chi- oo : 
cago, Harvard, Indiana, Michigan, . 
Ohio State, Princeton, Wisconsin ake (BE 5 ’ 
and Yale. Its president is Dr. C. D. Se ih 
Shane, former director of the Uni- oe oe ae MO cs Sis : 
versity of California’s Lick Observ- a ae eee SGN ad 
atory near San Jose, Calif. Dr. N. eee sppciig~ ie Oi Wms wer 1) 
U. Mayall, director of Kitt Peak a. Cae ce Pitas ene Oia “s es yy 
National Observatory, heads the ie me he gh ON mm eller 3 
three-phase AURA research mis- ies Fee Rtn di hee a et ech 
sion in solar, stellar and space as- Gee NN aes ea ee hile ce I ‘ 
tronomy. Dr. A. Keith Pierce, as- pe oY a ee, eR Sore ates. 3 3 AY 
sociate director, is the ‘astronomer tf Oe se eS gn est an is i 
in charge of the solar project. Phen Or ee ee pom 
The Western Knapp Engineering a miei 

Company of San Francisco will More and better food, flowers and fiber for industry are expected to result from 
build the observatory to the de- experiments Sondueted by government scientists in one of the world’s most brightly 

sign of Skidmore, Owings and lighted plant ‘growth rooms. 
Merrill of Chicago, architects. 

The solar telescope, scheduled 
for completion early in 1961, is plant growth rooms and in green- tions (phytotrons) consisting of a 
being built with a $4,000,000 grant houses. number of growth rooms with 
from the National Science To get the high levels of light— elaborate controls, are planned or 
Foundation. initially 5,000 footcandles, or more under construction. 

than 100 times as much as prevails In addition, many industries are 

NEW BRIGHTLY LIGHTED ROOM. the average eee poem operating or planning growth rooms 
HELPS UNVEIL MYSTERIES mee Selecie as a oe to test the growth characteristics 

OF PLANT GROWTH ight source General Electric’s of seeds and plants in various en- 
eight-foot-long Power Groove vironmental conditions, the effec- 

At the U.S. Department of Ag- fluorescent lamps. Sixty-four of the tiveness of fertilizers, weed killers, 
riculture’s research center here is lamps literally blanket the seven- anti-insect chemicals, disease in- 
a basement room newly lighted to foot-high ceiling. They are oper- hibitors, and others. 
a higher level than normally is en- _ ated on a new circuit which assures Besides the larger rooms, thous- 
countered by man except in bright | maximum light output. ands of lighted commercial and 
sunshine. It is helping researchers The fluorescent tubes are supple- home-made growth chambers and 
unveil the mysteries of plant — mented by forty 100-watt incandes- cabinets are used by organizations 
growth. cent bulbs, The ratio of incandes- and hobbyists 

“We don’t know how much light cent to fluorescent light has a bear- What i it , ine ; : : ‘ ; hat is exciting plant physiolo: is needed for optimum plant ing on what a plant will do with sists today is th ‘bility that 
growth,” said USDA Chief Physio- respect to growth, according to Dr. a. t mY is . a eee ic y : a 
logist Harry A. Borthwick, “but Borthwick. He explained that re- they’ now have “the .Key” toi mans 

: : ie ‘ sca Vi complete control of plant growth we do know that plants grown in cent experiments with these light f cowie 
i i . : ‘ i rom seed germination through this new room are superior to those sources contributed importantly to lank Howesing and fruiting. Dis 

grown in our other rooms having the discovery of a light-sensitive Pp ant a het am mu ook fal 
lower light levels.” Other important — compound in all plants which con- for ole Of the tiggering mec! ed by 
factors include the color of light trols their development. or plant development * hailed by . 8 Bs verop he Department of Agriculture as 
and the length of time plants are Installation of plant growth the f Re . e search 
exposed to it. rooms is proceeding at a tremen- oohic thre most TBE wet ‘ant researc 

The new 9- by 16-foot room of- —_dous rate,” Dr. Borthwick said. He — #¢nevements in #0 years. : 
fers plant growth scientists up to pointed out that virtually every A light-sensitive substance in 
three times as much light with college and university, in addition plants, determined to be two forms 
which to experiment as exists in to Department of Agriculture Re- of a blue pigment which exists: In 
other plant growth rooms at the — search and Experiment Stations, is plants in amounts of one part in a 
Beltsville Plant Industry Station. In now either operating or planning million, has been found to control 
early tests scarlet sage seedlings one or more growth rooms. In plant growth responses. 
flowered much faster than in other some institutions extensive installa- (Continued on page 60) 
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AY I 1 | GH S OF ELECTRON mm Command Control and 
OF ELECTRONICS Information Processing 

ACTIVITY AT HUGHES PRO- = Micro‘tecironics 
m Linear Accelerators 

VIDES AN IDEAL ENVIRON- = Gemma Rays 
m Nuclear Fission 

MENT FOR THE GRADUATING = Remote Handling Devices 
m Photoconductive Materials 

ENGINEER OR PHYSICIST. — w Electrotuminescence 
m Solid State Display Devices 

TH ESE ACTIVITIES INCLU DE: m Terminal Communications 
w Line-of-Sight UHF and 

m Polaris Guidance Development VHF Relay Systems 
m Army/Navy Computer Systems @ Air Traffic Regulation and 
m Space Ferry Landing System 

m Fixed Array Antennas m Pincushion Radar 

m Fire Control Radar Systems @ Logi-Scale General Purpose 
m Pulsed Doppler Radar and Computer 

Anti-Submarine Warfare m Radar Closed Loop Tester 
@ Naval Tactical Display Systems g Missile-Range Ship 

@ 3-Dimensional Radar Instrumentation 
g Air-to-Air Missiles m Precision Trajectory 

m Space Propulsion Systems Measurement System 
m Tunnel Diodes w Space Vehicle Subsystems 
@ Infrared Devices m Telemetering Systems 
@ Satellite Active Repeater m Radiation Sources, Detection, 

Development Handling Equipment and 
gw Wide Band Scanning Antenna Effects Analysis 

Feed Systems g Inertial Missile Guidance 

m Microwave Antennas and Systems 
Radomes m Machine Tool Controls 

w Guidance and Navigation m Microwave Tubes 

Computers m Transistors and Diodes 
a Satellite Communication w Rectifiers 

Systems m@ Thermal and Magnetic Relays 
@ Satellite Reconnaissance Drone @ Crystal Filters 

m World-Wide Communications @ Digital Components and Devices 

Networks m Plasma Physics Research 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS 
B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. (June and Summer Graduates) 

Members of our staff will conduct 

March 2, 1961 

Find out more about the wide range of programs, unique 

Y r Professional Register, advanced educational programs and 
ie fe relocation allowances offered by Hughes. 

Su eG er For interview appointment or informational literature consult 
a aN your College Placement Director. Or write Hughes College 
. ae af Placement Office, P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles 45, California. 

ee 
° 9; Ve CREATING A new wonco wr acECTRONCS 

: & SSS Sa eS Sea 

fy Ce ' HUGHES : 
. | — ! | 
at J Doreeme erent reece) 
[oe . 4 HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
oS } Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton, 

roe “ e Malibu, Newport Beach, Oceanside, 
bag Ceo Los Angeles, Calif.; Tucson, Arizona 
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ELDOR, SOMETIMES | GET THE DEA AS YOU KNOW, ALBRECHT, U HAVE THEY SAID THAT | WOULD BE WORKING 

THAT COMPANY RECRUITING REPS ACCEPTED AN ENGINEERING ON NEW UNCHARTED TRAILS 

ARE. EXAGGERATING TO US. DONT POSITION PRIMARILY ON THE THROUGH THE UNIVERSE... .WITH 
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TWILL LIVE IN AN ULTRA-MODERN WITH MERELY A DOUBLE GARAGE, THEY TOLD ME EXACTLY WHAT 

ALL ELECTRONIC HOME SNUGGLED ONE OF MY SPORTS JOBS WILL HAVE MY SALARY WOULD BE, AND 1‘LL 

AMONG THE PINES AT THE EDGE TO SIT OUT IN THE YEAR-ROUND HAVE TO SET ASIDE (TEMPORARILY) 

OF A CRYSTAL BLUE LAKE. PLEASANT WEATHER. MY PLANS FOR AN OCEAN-GOING 

YACHT. 

Bien yaw 

( Ae rr > Furthermore, Collins is one of the nation’s leading growth companies, producing for both govern- 

Gg “A Or b ment and business. Commercial fields include airline and business aircraft communication and 

qe ‘ 4 navigation equipment, data transmission, microwave, amateur radio, broadcast and ground com- 

\ i munication equipment. Research, development and manufacturing facilities are located in Cedar 

= SS o Rapids, Dallas and Burbank. 

ash LQ Ye A Collins likes engineers . . . 20% of its 13,000 employees are engineers. Collins is in the business, 
i, \: : Aa basically, of selling the products of their imaginative thinking. 

“S oe ; 4 fey Collins would like to discuss your future with you. Write for the free booklet “A 

Ss De z ot Career with Collins” and ask your placement Counselor when the Collins represent- 

e 3 Re ative will be on campus. 

AND SO YOU'RE JOINING COLLINS ? cows 
YES, ALBRECHT, SUCH HONESTY AS AOuLINe KABIOVCOMPARY 

THEIRS SHOULD NOT GO UNREWARDED. CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA + ~—S=@DAALLAS, TEXAS. *~—s BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 
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HANDBOOK OF INSTRUMENTA- quick-reference data. Numerous 
(Ce p TION AND CONTROLS clear illustrations, and_ tables, 
— Howara’ pi KalaN charts, and graphs are used to con- 
THE PHYSICAL AND THERMO- 663 $15300 vey technical aspects of instrumen- 

pages, y f . : . 
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES tation. Of particular interest is the 

OF HELIUM Planned to help the reader de- presentation of many control sys- 
Whittaker Controls termine how to best select and tems that are completely illustrated 
84 Pages, $10.00 effectively apply instruments and to demonstrate modern practice in 

The revised edition of “The control systems for mechanical the field. Typical practical appli- 
Dlivseal and ‘Thermodynamias services in commercial, institu- cations of all controls are described. 
Properties of Helium,” 3 relereriees tional, and industrial buildings, Specialized phases, including 
book originally published in 1957, this newly published handbook _ boiler and combustion controls, 
summarizes currently available in. provides a wide range of authori- boiler flame-failure safeguards, and 
formation on the physical and tative and quantitative data. Ex- the fundamentals of instrument 
thermodynamic properties of gase- tending from basic facts on instru- system design are covered. Also 
oits helium. The information is ments to thorough descriptions of the book includes newer develop- 
presented in both tabular and dia- complete control systems, this ments such as control systems for 
graramatic form to facilitate its guide presents important informa- high-pressure steam power plants, 
use by design and test engineers tion needed to procure, specify, or and controls for large central air- 
who work with pressurized helium. design equipment. conditioning systems found in of- 

The reported property values cover In treating instrumentation for fice buildings, hospitals, schools, 
the pressure range of 14.7 to 6000 pressure, temperature, flow, liquid and other commercial and institu- 

psi and the temperature range of — level, pH and conductivity, com- tional buildings. 
440° to 600°F, with minor ex- bustion, and boiler controls, the Howard P. Kallen is a partner 
ceptions where data was limited or needs of the engineer who designs in Kallen & Lemelson, Consulting 
unavailable. The original publica- and develops instruments, as well Engineers, a firm that specializes 
tion was compiled by Whittaker as the application engineer, were jn the design of mechanical serv- 
Controls engineers who needed _ kept in mind. Similar consideration ices systems for commercial, in- 
helium data in their ICBM valve for the practical needs of engi- dustrial, and institutional build- 
development programs. Cost of the neers, technicians, and others is ings. Formerly, he was Chief Me- 
book covers printing expenses. extended in the coverage or tur- chanical Engineer for Frederic R. 

“The Physical and Thermody- _ bine-generator, heating system, air- Harris, Consulting Engineers, and 
namic Properties of Helium” is conditioning system, refrigeration, an Associate Editor of Power. He 
available by contacting Whittaker diesel engine, and other controls. is a member of the American So- 
Controls, 915 North Citrus Ave., Lengthy, complicated discussions ciety of Mechanical Engineers and 

Los Angeles 38, Calif. are omitted in favor of many _ the Instrument Society of America. 
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. oye — ame i ; | Facts about chemical job Aye 
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assignments that can  gaentil = ~ ry 
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influence your future career b Lat ity ae 

Do you know the number of different kinds of jobs in the 4 \ an 5 é ' j 

chemical business? It’s one of the biggest factors favoring : s Say ESE | 

a career in chemistry! Chemists and chemical engineers i yy PS ; oe a ‘ 

may find their spots in research, development, analysis, test- a .7 ae we fl 
ing, production, technical service, management, or sales. 2, oe 

Nowhere is this more true than at Allied Chemical, maker of Sm aff Z a 
more than 3,000 diversified products—chemicals, plastics, a - - 4 y 

fibers and building materials—in over 100 plants through- —— + A 

out the country. And Allied makes every effort to see that es eager wr 

new employees find the kind of work that matches their va oe ie 

talents . . . that suits them best and interests them most. 1 \ y 5 ‘a < de 
te + a a“ 

Ask our interviewer about career opportunities at Allied a a ee 

when he next visits your campus. Your placement office can is Ks A — aa 

give you the date and supply you with a copy of “Your get Say : ee ae 
ae i? a 

Future in Allied Chemical.’’ Allied Chemical Corporation, Veeco rs F 

Dept. 261-R3, 61 Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. es ,oe -— | | : 

7 lied DIVISIONS: ere —catecerwee sf 
Q BARRETT * GENERAL CHEMICAL [ees ee 

LJ INTERNATIONAL * NATIONAL ANILINE : TE eeal « i, ee ee ae me 

hemical NITROGEN * PLASTICS AND ammmanuaa x = J 
COAL CHEMICALS + SEMET-SOLVAY mul a gh 

SOLVAY PROCESS ee eon. aN a 3 i 

BASIC TO AMERICA’S PROGRESS ie 1 8 Bd ide ee: 
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POLARIS: Northrop's Datico, checks SKYBOLT: Guidance and navigation MERCURY: The Northrop landing sys- 
out Polaris at all levels of mainte- systems are being developed by Nor- tem is designed to bring the Mer- 
nance and operation. throp for this new and highly secret cury astronaut down safely. 

air-launched ballistic missile. 
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X15: Northrop produces Q-Ball, the AERODYNAMICS: Northrop's Laminar TITAN: Northrop supplies complete 
flight angle sensor for safe re-entry Flow Control technique is designed technical and industrial management 
of X-15 and other aerospace vehicles. to greatly increase aircraft range, flex- to activate the T-2 Titan missile base. 

ibility, cargo and passenger capacity. 

For work on these advanced programs, we seek exceptional engineers, scientists and mathematicians.
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HAWK: Northrop produces airframe COMMUNICATIONS: Northrop designs 1-38: World's first supersonic twin- 
components, ground handling and the trans-Pacific Scatter Communi- jet trainer is built by Northrop for 
launching equipment for this air de- cations Network and other world- the United States Air Force. 
fense missile. wide communication systems for 

U.S. and free world governments, 
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than 70 important programs 
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TARGET MISSILES: Northrop has pro- COMMERCIAL METAL PRODUCTS: Nor- SPACE RESEARCH: Northrop’s accel- 
duced more than 50,000 electroni- throp produces aluminum architec- erated space research programs 

cally- controlled aerial targets, and tural shapes for many important reach into such advanced areas as 
surveillance drones. industrial and commercial buildings. maneuverability, rendezvous, space 

vehicle maintenance, space probes, 
and the survival of men in space. 

rite Northrop Corporation, Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California. Divisions: Norair, Nortronics, Radioplane.



Civil Engineer velopment, and teaching in engi- Although the achievements of 
neering colleges and universities. the mechanical engineering profes- 

(Continued from page 25) Publications such as CAREER _ sion in the past are apparent, what 

The civil engineer not only plans which list job opportunities indi- does the future hold? What will 

the highways and streets, he also cate special requests from such the mechanical engineer of tomor- 
computes the grades at which they Co™Panies as Aerojet-General En- row do? With the rapid advances 

will be placed, computes the exca- gineering Corporation, Astronau- in science and technology such 

vation and fill required, lays out tics Systems, Inc., Bell Aircraft, | predictions are indeed difficult; 

the work for the contractor, in- Chrysler Engineering, Chrysler however, from all indications in- 

spects and measures the work done Guided Missiles, Lockheed Missile dustry will continue to require an 

and certifies the contractor shall be Systems, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., increasing number of competent, 
paid. Ramo-Wooldridge, and Space well-trained mechanical engineer- 

It becomes evident that with in- Technology Laboratories. In the ing graduates to staff the many 

creased experience and knowledge, Government, opportunities exist in technical and administrative posi- 

the civil engineer quickly moves to such organizations as ‘the UL S. tions which are continually devel- 
positions of increased responsibil- Atomic Energy Commission, Na- oping. In addition, with the ever 

ity in supervision of design or con- tional Bureau of Standards, and increasing emphasis on_ scientific 

struction. Many then become con- the Naval Ordnance Laboratory. research, many mechanical engi- 

sulting engineers or contractors neers with advanced theoretical 

owning their own firms, some of ne will be required in_ this 

which are very large doing work 1 eld. It is apparent that an increas- 

all over the Soild Others meter Mechanical ing proportion of our students will 

to rise to great responsibilitity in Engineering undertake graduate study towards 

governmental agencies at the local, (Continued from page 31) the M.S. OF Ph.D. degree, and 

state, or national level or with es- ° students with the necessary apti- 

tablished corporations from the ments, mechanics, strength and tude and ability are encouraged 

very smallest to the very largest. properties of materials, dynamics,  t© plan on a program of academic 

Through good times and bad, vibrations, experimental stress training which includes graduate 

through war and peace, there is analysis, and many other subjects study. 

always work for the civil engineer which relate specifically to design. 
who builds for the future. In the industrial engineering oe 

field all types of production prob- Mining and 
° ° lems are encountered, This is the ° 

Engineering domain of the engineer interested Metallurgical 
Mechanics in the manufacture of finished (Continued from page 33) 

: products, usually on a mass-pro- . . . . 
(Continued from page 27) duction basis. It is here that engi- __&¢tions, this metallurgical engineer- 

a science, some fields are based neers are concerned with how a ing field is called chemical or ex- 

largely upon empirical data and part or machine may be produced tractive metallurgy. An example of 

experience while others have a — in the most economical manner.  *” extractive metallurgical opera” 

highly organized scientific basis. | There are many subjects related tion is the reduction of iron ore in 

The empirical approach necessar- to this field, including industrial the blast furnace to produce pig 

ily involves specialization since the organization, plant layout, cost — *" the pig iron being subse- 

results are usually closely related analysis, time-and-motion study, quently refined to steel. The large 

to the specific problem. The personnel management, materials metal refineries scattered through 

methods of the analytical approach _ handling, and inspection methods. the country all depend upon metal. 

are general, For example, problems With the increasing complexity of lurgists for their design and opera- 

in electronics, fluid mechanics, elas- the mass-production techniques, U0. New processes, increasing use 

ticity, heat transfer, thermodynam- _ industrial engineering is a rapidly of low grade ores, and new metal 

ics, and others show remarkable — expanding field. requirements, have all added to 

similarity in the form of the differ- Because the training of a Me- the scope and importance of the 

ential equations that result from chanical Engineer is rather broad, work done by the extractive metal- 

analyses. The analytical phases of he is in demand in practically ev- lurgists. When the extractive metal- 

engineering are therefore broad — ery type of manufacturing organ- lurgist has completed his job of 

and not highly restricted by sub- ization, and in many research and reducing the ore to the metallic 

ject barriers. governmental organizations, He state, the physical metallurgist 
may be employed in the electrical, takes over to improve the product. 

What are the Opportunities chemical, petroleum, metal-proces- The alchemists of old were con- 
Open to Graduates to the sing, paper, plastics, or any other stantly striving to change base 

Engineering Mechanics of a host of industries which re- ™¢tals to noble metals. Had their 
Curriculum? quire his services in connection efforts succeeded they probably 

This curriculum is designed to with especially engineered pro- would be no less spectacular than 

prepare engineers for graduate duction equipment, for plant the efforts of the present day physi- 

work and for careers in research, engineering, or for administrative cal metallurgists who have suc- 

industrial product and process de- responsibilities. (Continued on page 58) 
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Hamilton Standard’s Electronics Department is currently will require 115 + 10V RMS at 400 + 20 CPS, had to be 

developing the automatic stabilization system for Grumman designed so that open or short circuit failure of any one 

Aircraft’s exciting hydrofoil boat. This all-aluminum, 80-ton component would not put large reference voltages in circuit 

test design is expected to reach speeds of 60 to 80 knots by areas resulting in large control surface displacements. 

means of reducing its drag through the automatically con- Making use of its experience acquired in engineering the 

trolled “‘lift”” of hydrofoils. For peak efficiency, the incidence Automatic Stabilization Equipment for helicopters such as 

of these foils must be continuously controlled so that the Sikorsky’s S-61 the Electronics Department developed the 

center of gravity will remain steady as wave height and lightweight, highly transistorized gear shown below incor- 

direction of flow change . . . through every kind of sea. porating the latest state-of-the-art packaging and circuitry 

As you can see, the engineering requirements implicit in techniques. The block diagram on the left below shows the 

designing an automatic control system for such a craft breakdown of the major parts of the system—amplifier and 

created a variety of problems. Engineers had to consider compensation, vertical gyro package and rate gyro. Space 

automatic pitch stability augmentation during take-off, cruise prevents detailed explanations of its operations but if you 

and landing; manually adjustable trim control devices to would like to work on similar challenging undertakings talk 

allow the pilot to set desired trim in pitch attitude; pitch with our campus representative about your career aspira- 

trim control from level to eight degrees bow-up and within tions. Write for your copy of our brochure, ENGINEERING 

+ .25 degrees of reference. In addition, the control, which FOR YOU AND YOUR FUTURE, to Mr. R. J. Harding. 
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[AZ | ss eration or transformation of power, 
THE | | Mining and the design and production of ma- 

_ Q Metallurgical chine tools, and industrial planning 

(Continued from page 56) and management. . 
Ope : . : The mining engineer searches 

[aS ceeded in greatly improving the for and extracts all classes of min- 
BB | mechanical and physical properties erals from the earth; the field nat- 

LIES | of metals by alloying and special urally divides itself into mining 
a) | treatments. The physical metal- geology, mining engineering, and 

: | lurgist finds opportunities ina wide mineral dressing. 
Ds | variety of industries. The metallurgical engineer ex- 

Le | For example, he may be em- tracts metals from their ores and 
Li | ployed in the automotive industry subsequently refines and combines 
, | | to specify the composition and metals to produce alloys possessing 
__ | properties of metals to be used special properties. 

i | for the various parts. He may be Combined courses in engineering 
L | | engaged in the nuclear field to de- and agriculture, commerce, city 
LL sign fuel elements, study corrosion planning or law are also possible 
, | problems, or to carry on research and are becoming more popular. 

‘f | wage = 
fo | MOST | on radiation damage. He may be Such programs should be planned 

Be _ | employed in the electrical industry carefully during the first year at 
fee to work with physicists and elec- the University. 
be y IMPORTANT trical engineers in the manufacture It should also be recognized that 

f FACTORS | of solid state devices, Other oppor- engineering is demanding a much 
| : | tunities exist in such fields as metal stronger grounding in chemistry, 

| . f—i | casting, welding, production of physics, and mathematics than 
yj um your if such metals as aluminum, copper ever before. To handle adequately 

workin =|} and steel, and the production or the increasingly complex problems 
9 rare or refractory metals like beryl. confronting the profession requires 

life a lium or tantalum. The possible that engineers be able to under- 
pam | areas of employment are almost stand and apply the most advanced 

‘ed , faci Sm | unlimited because the advance- concepts of the basic sciences. 
The:6:most aS actors & | ments in our technology have re- Consequently you will find all cur- 
your 5 skille am eeu a w | quired more and more attention to ricula giving greater emphasis to 

your A.W.FABER-CASTELL ce materials. Although work in ce- these subjects at the expense of 
#9000 Drawing Pencil. Om  tamic engineering ts usually informational and _ application 

¥ awit oe | handled by ceramic engineers, it courses. 
#080086 SE AGrato ry | is not difficult for metallurgists to Every profession demands of its 
lead holder with CASTELL ie function in this area also because members integrity, industry, per- 
#9030 Drawing Leads. KS | of the similarity of the funda-—_ severence, courtesy and good per- 

Ww AeeHy eat im mental science underlying both of sonality. Success in engineering re- 
You hothe cae inde In . 5 | these fields, As a matter of fact, quires all of these and, in addition, 
either case you at get pet | training in physical metallurgy is a strong aptitude for mathematics, 
graphite-saturated lines that ig | such that it serves as an excellent the sciences, and written and oral 
won’t flake, feather or burn _ background for employment in the expression. If you possess these 
out—black, bold image RA | general area of materials science qualities and apitudes you can and 
density, crisply opaque for hy | or engineering. should become an engineer. The 

clean, sharp prints. 20 DS ! rewards, materially and in personal 
rigidly controlled degrees, ie . . satisfaction, are substantial. 
8B to 10H, each as precise as on The Engineering 
a machine tool. LockTITE Wf 
Tel-A-Grade, with its finger- a _l, Profession A Career Be ins 

ee SUID ARTICS an —— | (Continued from page 19) g tronclad 2-year guarantee _—— a | . . . (Continued from page 17) from A.W.FABER-CASTELL. — a Electrical engineering has two 
Pick up your selection at your §3==% | main divisions: power engineering, | Freshman Adviser is sincerely in- 
college store today. Ss | which is concerned with the gener- terested in the welfare of each 

<p samermaiivttnn. awit carters AW.FABER-CASTELL == | ation, transportation, and applica- student. ; ; 
Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N.J o—F | tion of electrical energy; and the Inquiries from interested high 
New eelesranna n° = broad field of communications and school students are welcomed by 

is <a, electronics which includes tele- the Freshman Adviser. If you 200th birthday ‘ alt ; y 
a A c 1s graph, telephone, radio, radar, tel- should visit the campus and wish 

Ss pe | evision and control. to talk over your plans before en- 
eS ; The mechanical engineer deals _ rolling in college, you will be wel- 

EE | chiefly with the design and con- come to come to Room 22 of T24 
a | struction of machines for the gen- _—_ Building for a visit. 
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a Will you be a name or will you be an indivi- — st wrt 
_  # dual? Your job choice will make the differ- rrr 

 r—=—“=‘™SPU ence. At Allis-Chalmers, training of new a ti‘(‘i‘isSOSO 

— « personnel is not an assembly-line process. tis 

a Training, job assignments, promotions are en 

gauged to your growth as an_ individual. 

Personal counseling is considered the key to 

your success . . . various members of man- 

agement meet with you to help you tailor a 

training program in keeping with your back- 

ground, interests and future plans. 

Career opportunities exist with electrical 

and mechanical equipment serving a wide 

variety of industry. Check with your place- 

ment counselor for detailed information. For 
a personal copy of Bulletin 25B6085, ‘‘Where 

Do You Go From Here?" giving facts on our 

company and our training program, write 

Mr. C. M. Rawles, Manager, Recruitment and 

Placement, Graduate Training Department, 

Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

SS (AC) ALLIS-CHALMERS 
Designers and producers of industrial systems; and 

manufacturers of compressors, crushers, earth movers, 
engines, kilns, motors and controls, nuclear reactors, 

pumps, steam and hydraulic turbines, switchgear, 
tractors, transformers, valves. A-1420 
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Career all work of “C” quality or better. the Madison campus or transferred 
_— Grades originally below a nominal __ here after one or two years at Mil- 

Opportunities “C” are entered on the transfer rec- waukee, the State Colleges, or the 

Gonifincodd ¥ ve 8 ord at the lower value. Extension Centers. Returning then 

AMEN PORE Page’ 1G) Full applicability of credits avail- © the typical degree requirement 
Each semester up to five hundred able for transfer towards the Ff 146 to 152 credits, the i 

representatives from companies requirements of the particular de- Semester load becomes more like 
throughout Wisconsin and all over gree in mind requires wise selec- 16 to 17 credits. This would appear 
the country visit the campus to in- tion of program within the offering © be a sensible approach to con- 
terview seniors. These companies of any outlying institution in which sider when undertaking an engi- 
provide literature and other in- you may enroll, Student counsel- Ting program. 
formation about the opportunities lors are generally very well in- The current favorable career 
available. The seniors examine this formed on matters of local course prospects for engineering gradu- 
material and interview companies selections applicable to the degree ates should supply the incentive 
that are interesting to them and program of choice. Any doubtful for the additional semester's work 
which have expressed a need for matters may be cleared up quickly that is required on the average. 
people with their particular qualifi- by a telephone call, a letter, or a The opportunity to effect some 
cations. If, after the campus inter-personal visit to the appropriate — overall economies by two to four 
view there is mutual interest be- departmental chairman in Madison, semesters’ study close at home 
tween the company and the stu- where living costs are lower and 
dent, he will very ely receive an Years to Completion parttime and summer employment 
invitation to visit the company to a ‘ ‘ prospects are better should go a 
further discuss employment possi- The first point of understanding fone Bay toward financing ae ex- 
bilities. In some cases, seniors must about the time it takes to graduate tra semester’s study so many en- 

enter military service after gradu- 7 engineering Is He engineer- gineering students find to be tines: 

ation, but some companies will hire Boe ae is Wisconsin vary capable. A study of your personal 
these individuals and grant  mili- THis HENS Hat : ian ave - situation may strongly suggest to 
tary leave when they are called to ris means that you will have to you that you begin work in one of 
active duty. If the graduate pre- EBEEL AN BYETABS 18 hours per se- the Extension Centers of the State 
fers, he can use the Placement ester just to stay abreast of the Colleges. If you do, there is every 
Office after returning from service. schedule. If your freshman and/or reason to believe ‘that time will 
At any time after graduation, Col- sophomore pee contain i _ bear out the overall wisdom of 
lege of Engineering alumni can use lent BUM Re. 0 courses ua the: Te your selection. the Placement Office if they wish quired areas of English, mathemat- ? 
to relocate. : ics, chemistry, drawing, physics, 

, . economics, history, speech, shop, . . . 
New opportunities are also de- mechanics, you stand a good Science Highlights 

veloping in terms of summer em- chance of maintaining pace with 
ployment for engineering students your contemporaries in Madison. (Continued from nace48) 
while still in college. Even after 7 BxXOBSs redits i tn : ¥ 
the freshman year it is sometimes a - cei watt ane The two forms of the pigment 
possible to find summer work in wieayi' aie ocr tata” edits i ay act as valves ivhieh eee else 
some phase of engineering. Besides stadwation “will oxceed the on according io the kind of light ey 
just providing the chance to earn ers sr elled out : bov by vine of seen Puree research wall be 
money, the student can gain worth- courses taken outside of the wather svned x spleens purifying and 
while experience in summer work tH rid A BHGG acdantr agente identifying the growth-triggering : y mn gid engineering requirements. substances. 
and see how engineering theories There is not space here to spell . . . 

are applied in industry. And he out the particular requirements of Scientists first determined the 
may discover special interests ina each degree program or some of — Presence of such a compound 

particular phase of engineering the allowable course substitutions phen they stadia’ ihe ee of dif- 
and tailor his selection of courses hat me > made. Nevertheless, i erent colors of light on plant re- 
accordingly. As a result, he will be is ve yy pe m ide. Never oveaton sponses, They found that red light 
better prepared to continue his jp geology being usefal t6 a mln~ prevents flowering of some kinds of 
career after graduation. ing or metallurgical engineer, and plants, promotes flowering of oth- 

a third course in physics being use- TS and reduces stem elongation. 
ful to: an’électrical or # mechanical It also promotes the germination of 

Universit Extension engineer. seeds and production of red color- 
y A recent study completed here ing in plant parts. 

(Continued from page 20) showed that’ the averane as Mo Each effect of the red light, how- 

program of particular interest. quired to complete a course in en- eNer, As nullified or reversed by ex- 
Grade points, however, are entered gineering is very close to nine POSURE, to “far-red” light. Far-red 
on the same basis as transfers be- semesters. This figure was quite 1S the short wavelength of the in- 

tween any pair of neighboring in- standard from curriculum to cur- frared spectrum, It immediately 

stitutions; this being a nominal “C” riculum and varied little whether adjoins the red part of the visible 

or 2.0 grade points per credit for the student spent all of his time on (Continued on page 62) 
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- | r— Products vital to our national security are among the growing 

_ ., a . number of chemicals and special metals manufactured by 

7. =. lUw.LCUwCCW National Distillers and Chemical Corporation, its subsidiaries 

pole — or affiliates. These include: 

: a a pimaziNE® storable liquid rocket nents calling for light weight com- 

© || fuel. This will enable Titan IT _ bined with high strength and heat 
| —_— intercontinental ballistic missiles resistance. 

fo _ ae aaa pe eed Byles PETROTHENE® polyethylene is used 

: Cc hid Sern y d OF Ins ay ek cnt to make nuclear radiation shields 

_. _ oo t ane 2 e Nate OS nd Pod for atomic powered vessels. These 

: —— le l—™ co venture: © auonal am oe are lighter in weight than those 

. ay  rrrts—~S~—=s=ER Machinery and Chemical Corpo- jade of ordinary materials, yet 
— i . ere, 

_ — oe s a man provide complete protection from 

: ao exceeding $20,000, or Vima- nuclear bombardment. 
: [ee zine by the Air Force. . . 

a mRcONIUM, a special metal made A Career at National .. . National 

ee 4 » as) : Distillers is expanding rapidly in 
: LU - i i i 

: . % | Wy 60%-owned eae Metals Chemicals, plastics and special 
a. i | ne., is essential in fuel element jnetals, producing materials for 

; : | components for nuclear subma- gefense and growing peace-time 

e imines. markets. Chemists and engineers 

a - ‘ 3 TITANIUM, another Reactive Me- seeking an unlimited future are in- 

TT : _ tals’ product, is finding increasing vited to contact our Professional 

7. a _ use in missile and rocket compo- Employment Mgr., 99 Park Ave. 

wesssini «D 
: | 

og NATIONAL DISTILLERS and CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
: — NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 
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Science Highlights ten-thousandth of a second of light SAFETY PAYS 
causes lettuce seeds to germinate. af. ; 

(Continued from page 60) Employees of a New Jersey com- 
It's the duration of darkness pany are finding silver dollars in 

spectrum, Incandescent lamps emit rather than light that controls flow- _ their pay envelopes if their plant 
far-red light in large quantities. ering. Some plants, such as poinset- group completes the month with- 

The scientists verified the pres- tia, hemp, millet, and chrysanthe- out a lost time accident or doctor’s 
ence of the pigment by examining mum, need long daily dark periods —_case_ requiring three visits. The 
plant juice under a spectrophoto- for flowering. Short-night plants, group leader gets $5; the safety 
meter. After the extract was first such as wheat, barley, rye, beet, leader $4; group members $2 each. 
irradiated with red the spectropho- spinach, and certain summer-flow- _In the first two months of opera- 
tometer indicated high absorption ering weeds, can flower only when __ tion, there were no lost-time acci- 
in the far-red, and after strong ir- daily dark periods are short. dents and minor accidents were 
radiation we farted region Ordinarily, the day-length of a cut 80 percent. 
of absorption shitte ac oO he ast at ‘ 1 red I region can’t be changed to fit the AIRPORT TRAFFIC LIGHTS 

needs of a field crop. However, 
Exposures of seeds, fruit, and experiments in plant growth rooms Traffic lights on either side of a 

plants to red and far-red light in have helped in the selection of the | runway enable smooth earth-mov- 
plant growth chambers have proper crop or crop variety to fit ing and airport operations in Tulsa, 
caused responses as follows: the region. For example, nine dis- | Okla., reveals Construction Meth- 

Germination: Exposure of lettuce tinct groups of soybeans are used ods and Equipment, McGraw-Hill 
seeds to far-red light for 16 min- in this country, each adapted to a _ publication, A veteran radio opera- 

utes inhibited germination, but ir- cross-country belt about 100 miles tor mans a special radio control 
radiation with red light caused wide. The Biloxi variety thrives tower, monitors the airport's con- 
rapid germination. along the Gulf Coast, but doesn’t trol tower operations, and flashes 

do so well 300 miles farther north a red light on signals whenever 
webbing: Apples gt in the — in Arkansas. aircraft are about to use the 

remained green, but those exposed sad; . . z runway. 

to fluorescent light, which contains In breeding & new vanely of ‘ 
a red component, became bright plant it must be carried through SATELLITE LUBRICANTS 
fea several generations, Because a ae 
~ plant growth room provides free- Liquid metals and gases are 
Elongation: Three bean plants dom from day-night and seasonal being considered by the Air Force 

received eight hours of daylight cycles, scientists are able to grow _as long-lasting lubricants for satel- 
each day. One which also received as many as six generations of some lites and space vehicles to substi- 

a five-minute daily exposure to _ kinds of plants yearly, thus speed- tute for grease and oil, Petroleum 
clongation-promoting far-red light ing up the development of special | Week, McGraw-Hill publication, 
just after the beginning of each strains. This is in contrast to one reveals, 
dark period far outstripped the generation in nature. 
other two in growth, One of these Best-known use of light to con- RADAR MAY FREE OIL 
received no artificial light, and the trol flowering is that employed by Deep-penetration radar beams 
other five minutes of far-red light the chrysanthemum industry, may provide the necessary heat to 
followed by a five-minute exposure Chrysanthemums normally flower unlock oil reserves trapped in rock 
to elongation-suppressing red light, in the late summer, but their fow- _ thousands of feet beneath the 
which counteracted the effect of ering often is delayed intentionally earth’s surface. An electronics firm 
the far-red. by growers who provide a few is packaging 5,000 to 10,000 watts 

Flowering: Eight hours of day- hours of light during the night. of microwave power into a capsule 
light were received each day by Similar techniques are used by — six inches in diameter, Oil is ex- 
three petunias. One which got growers of poinsettia plants, which pected to rise to the surface after 
cight additional hours of incandes- respond to only a few minutes of the capsule—lowered down a well- 
cent light (a mixture of red and _ light. bore—provides heat needed to 
far-red) flowered, while that which Beltsville scientists are not ad- raise the temperature of molasses- 
was given an additional eight hours verse to giving helpful advice to like oil some 20 degrees. 

of fluorescent (red) light devel- those requesting it. A visitor to the 
oped buds which flowered only af- research center asked how he could TOLL COLLECTORS’ SHIELD 

ter considerable delay. The plant get his chrysanthemums to bloom A shaped Plexiglas shield pro- 
which got only cight hours of day- before those of his neighbors. He tects toll collectors on the Carden 
light showed the least development. was told to place a box over them __ State Parkway in New Jersey dur- 

The period of time a plant is ex- each day when he got home from ing inclement weather. The shield 
posed to light has an important — work and to take off the box when is said to have cut in half the num- 
effect on its growth response. he left home in the morning. By _ ber of heaters required in 28 toll 
Lobolly pine trees, for example, thus prolonging the plants’ ex- booths and measurably reduced 
grow six times as fast as normally posure to darkness he was able to operator colds, dry skin and other 
when exposed to light 24 hours a stimulate flowering many days be- ailments caused by standing in 
day. On the other hand, only one fore the plants of his neighbors. drafts. 
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Millionaire: “Marry my daugh- An attractive young lady lay on Once upon a time there lived in 

ter on an engineers salary? Ha? a bed in the receiving ward of a the South a man who worked all 

Young man, you couldn't keep Roanoke hospital, covered only day in a stove factory, making 

her in underwear.” with a large sheet. Two young stoves. He was, in fact, a stover, 

Engineer: “There are times, gentlemen passed by and were i.e, one who makes stoves. Now, 

sir, when you don’t do so well struck by the young lady’s lovely this stover’s boss not only ran the 

yourself.” features. One stopped, drew back stove factory, but also (this was 
4 the sheet, and carefully examined in pre-Civil War days) picked up 

Not long ago, one of our eity- the patient from head to foot. loose change by trading in the 

bred engineering graduates was “Do you think you will have to slave market. He kept his spare 

making a trip through the country. operate?” the girl asked anxiously, slaves in the basement of the stove 

As he passed a fertile field he after a few minutes. factory, right under where the 

spied an unusual sight—a farmer “Oh, you'll have to ask one of — stover worked. 

helping a calving. Now our engi- the doctors,” said one of the young One day the boss brought in a 

ieee ae have the sights te men cheerily, “we're engineers.” slave who was sick —had a high 

what was hap > temperature (106°F) and was de- 

stopped his car to watch the spec- Coed: “My, what slim, expres- lirious, The a ‘eat shouting 
tacle. He could tell that the farmer sive hands you have. They belong and ranting all day, which made 

was having an awful time assist- on a girl.” it very hard for the stover to work. 
ng the a sii ond wk thee, BA C.E.: “You win, baby.” So when he, the stover, went home 

resently he g ui se that night, his wife said, “My dear, 

approached the farmer, and said, When you put on your cute rayon you look tired.” . 
“Want some help? And 80 aaa scanties “So would you look tired,” he 

ing and straining, he assisted the — py, they crackle electrical chanties replied, “if you had been stoving 

farmer a tig fable tests Then Don't worry, my dear, over a hot slave all day.” 
at last, the calf was born. The reason is clear, 
Gratefully, the farmer _accom- It’s just that you have amps in your A woman was appearing before 

panied the engineer to a auto panties. the court for a divorce. The judge 
mobile to see him off. But a inquired on what grounds she was 

img, as he wiped the — dup At roll call in a Russian regi- asking for the divorce, and she told 

his brow, the engmecer loo e bor ment, it is reported that an officer him. 

and said, “Say, mister, pst . hit sneezed and four men promptly She was granted the decree and 

fast Was the calf going, when it hit answered “Here.” given the custody of three minor 

the cow? children when she informed the 

If it hangs where it’s supposed Drunk in telephone booth: judge that her husband had spoken 

to, a gal’s locket is bound to be in “Number, hell. I want my pea- to her only three times in ten 

the groove. nuts. years: 
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A girdle is an elastic supplement ‘ 
to a stearn reality. . j 

A young man is at the in-be- 
tween age in life when he knows 
why a strapless evening gown is 
held up, but he doesn’t know how. 4 A 

GLOUCESTERs - 
A couple of officials were walk- MAP OF | | 

ing by Oak Ridge, when they dis- SORORITIES = al 
covered a strange unidentified 1 — Fe 
object lying on the ground. They Pg 
decided to take it up in an air- , Webea wy, “ : | 
plane and drop it to see what Dis ee Ne op eB Woe 4 
would happen. They flew over j Pe % ® LS 3 - 

some woodland in the South and 4 + eae pa fl 
dropped it. When it hit the 4 C oa =I spy 
ground it blew up. Just then a z 6 (a ) Tu al 
long bearded old man wearing a : Ee yi “> ee . 
Confederate uniform and_ shoul- A\| ——S b) 3 =>) \ 
dering a musket came running out et ; i. wy AN g 1pN) |: 2 : | 
of the woods. As he looked up and | Be ; vi i = i 
saw the atomic mushroom he said, | { , I fi \N | 

“I don’t know what Lee’s going to . i : (# in \ ss 
do, but I'm going to surrender.” | ; AF \ Hi \" 

by ins , ja Q\\ 
Why is a man eating soup with -—Ea F\ ‘a. KY I 1 \ 

a fork like another kissing his (I 

sweetheart? \ Sy, f u WN 
Do you give up? ( \,) a | \ 
Because it takes so long to get y 

enough of it. 

The sting of a bee is one thirty- “Surveying the landscape again, Gloucester?” 
second of an inch long—the other 
six inches are imagination. 

An old Southern colonel was remained wrapped up in each A soldier, just in from a tiny isle, 
making a trip through Turkey and — other. Suddenly a small childish — was passing a big rooming house 
one day hired a guide to take him voice piped up from the audience: when he noticed the letters “B-B- 
on a personal trip through a Sul- | “Mommy, is this when he puts the —_B” on the front door, He stopped 
tan’s harem, While wandering _ pollen on her?” and tried to figure it out, but found 
through the halls he recognized a A group of ministers and the it impossible. He though the best 
burly black attendant as a former AIChE organization were holding way to find out what the three 
hand on his southern plantation. conventions in the same hotel. The —_“B’s” stood for was to go to the 

“Well, Sam,” exclaimed the sur- catering department had to work door and inquire. 
prised colonel, “What on earth are at top speed to serve dinners to . 
you doing away over here?” both. He knocked and ¢ good-looking 

“Well, suh boss,” replied the The ChE’s were having spiked blonde, clad only in a negligee, 
grinning Negro, “Ah’ll tell you. Ah watermelon for dessert but the answered and asked him what he 
has de best job in de worl’, Every harrassed chef served it to the min. | Wanted. He asked her to please 
day ali sits heal. dix front 0’ dis isters by mistake. explain what the letters stood for. 

veah doorway. Ah has a bowl o° “Quick!” he commanded a waiter. “Well,” she said, “they stand for 
watah in mah han’ an’ when dat “If they haven’t eaten the water- Blondes, Brunettes, and Beer.” The 
long line 0° beautiful gals wat be- melon bring it back and we'll give soldier thanked her and started to 
longs to de Sultan passes by, ah it to the ChE’s. walk away. He was deep in thought 
dips mah fingahs in de watah an’ The waiter returned and re- and feeling the money he had in 
trows it on ‘em, When ah finds one ported it was too late—the minis- his pocket he hurried back to the 
dat sizzles-ah is don fo’ de day.” ters were eating the dessert. house and knocked on the door 

° “Well,” demanded the excited again. The same blonde came to 

It was at a sultry foreign picture chef, “What did they say? How the door and with a come-hither 
in a small art theatre. The hero did they like it?” look in her eye, asked him what he 
and heroine, after some minor plot “Don’t know how they liked it,” wanted. 
preliminaries, went into a terrific replied the waiter, “but they are He replied by asking, “Say, is 
clinch. For fully five minutes they _ putting the seeds in their pockets.” _ that draught or bottled beer?” 
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If your sights are set @ on outer space— 
Pai ey 
Li neg ie 

J pie o iM 

7b « ew 
m ve ey —you Il find 
#8 8 te 

me Photography 

fe rr a or 

ey 4 with you. 

a a at _ oe From the time a scientist’s mind first 
= lr sparks an idea for exploring space, 
Ce » ~ photography gets to work with him. It 

ha - ae « saves countless hours in the drafting 
; > la Cl wCrC—E t be ue: - plane oa — FF =, stage by reproducing engineers’ plans 

» Z 1 os 8S _ and drawings. It probes the content 
a . s oo j and structure of metals needed by 
a ad 24 photomicrography, photospectrography 

/ oo  @ a s | ‘| “ or x-ray diffraction. It checks the opera- 

ee a | | Thea | as tion of swift-moving parts with high- 
co 1} 2. 2.2 speed movies—records the flight of the 
a Fe - device itself—and finally, pictures what 

LL _. ie - it is in space the scientist went after in 

a ia | — SOEs the first place. 

: Lee. : < Jo  . There’s hardly a field on which you 
yy 1 _ oh can set your sights where photography 
Voi : . : . rt A - ry does not play a part an producing a 
pee 6 _ eg better product or in simplifying work 

iC oe | —  r—O é and routine. It saves time and costs in 
_ Ll _ 6 research, in production, in sales and 
| : i 2 7 & > in office routine. 

Ff i . | ir ee So in whatever you plan to do, 
3 Ge _ _ 7 ie & take full advantage of all of the ways 

— 7 i 1 _ ee 

_ vill is i Ree tle pRERErep ty Gan FEI: 
ps) ie - ae ? eo CAREERS WITH KODAK: 

: (3 —— - _ ay ” Us 7 With photography and photographic proc- 

poe x - esses becoming increasingly important in the 
( yy 2 business and industry of tomorrow, there 

| ue rm 2 Le are new and challenging opportunities at 
U » oo Kodak in research, engineering, electronics, 

} b, > af oe design, sales, and production. 

H 4 : <a If you are looking for such an interesting / 
ri | i opportunity, write for information about 

a . ‘ careers with Kodak. Address: Business and i 
USS. Air Force I.C.B.M. “Titan” shown in the vertical test Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Zo 

laboratory at the Martin Company, Denver, Colorado. Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. y 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Koa Tk 
Rochester 4, N.Y. y O@Es



& . ue . : _ & e One of a series* 

es ky Interview with General Electric’s 

iAr< | W. Scott Hill 
é es .— é 

Va Manager —Engineering Recruiting 

Qualities | Look For 
ne a e,¢ e 

=) When Recruiting Engineers 

Q. Mr. Hill, what can | do to get the A. Not long at all. If a man joins a field has a much better idea of what 
most out of my job interviews? training program, or is placed direct- he wants to do. This helps us decide 
A. You know, we have the same ly on an operating job, he gets where he would be most likely to 
question. I would recommend that assignments which let him work up succeed or where he should start his 
you have some information on what to more responsible jobs. We are career. Many students have had to 
the company does and why you be- hiring people with definite consider- work hard during college or sum- 
lieve you have a contribution to ation for their potential in either mers, to support themselves. These 
make. Looking over company in- technical work or the management men obviously have a motivating 
formation in your placement office field, but their initial jobs will be desire to become engineers that we 
is helpful. Have in mind some of the important and responsible. find highly desirable. 
things you would like to ask and try 4 5 Q. Do you feel that a man must know 
to anticipate questions that may Q. How will the fact that "ve had to exactly what he wants to do when he is refer to your specific interests. work hard in my engineering studies, being interviewed? 

. . with no time for a lot of outside activi- 5 Pp x Q. What information do you try to get ties, affect my employment possibilities? A. No, I don’t. It is helpful if he 
during your interviews? has thought enough about his in- 
A. This is where we must fill in be- A. You’re concerned, I’d guess, with terests to be able to discuss some 
tween the lines of the personnel all the talk of the quest for “‘well- general directions he is considering. 
forms. I try to find out why partic- rounded men.’’ We do look for this For example, he might know whether 
ular study programs have been fol- characteristic, but being president he wants product engineering work, 
lowed, in order to learn basic motiva- of the student council isn’t the only or the marketing of technical prod- 
tions. I also try to find particular indication of this trait. Through ucts, or the engineering associated 
abilities in fields of science, or math- talking with your professors, for with manufacturing. On G-E train- 
ematics, or alternatively in the more example, we can determine who ing programs, rotating assignments 
practical courses, since these might takes the active role in group proj- are designed to help men find out 
not be apparent from personnel rec- ects and gets along well with other more about their true interests be- 
ords. Throughout the interview we students in the class. This can be fore they make their final choice. 
try £0 judge clarity of thinking since equally important in our judgment. Q. How do military commitments affect this also gives us some indication of your recruiting? 
ability and ultimate progress. One Q. How important are high scholastic A.M 
good way to judge a person, I find, grades in your decision to hire a man? . Many young men today have 
is to ask myself: Would he be easy military commitments when they to work with and would I like to A. At GE. we must have men who graduate. We feel it is to their ad- 
have him as my close associate? are technically competent. Your vantage and ours to accept employ- 

grades give us a pretty good indica- ment after graduation and then ful- 
Q. What part do first impressions play tion of this and are also a measure fill their obligations. We have a 
in your evaluation of people? of the way you have applied your- limited number of copies of a De- 
A. I think we all form a first im- self. When we find someone whose partment of Defense booklet de- 
pression when we meet anyone. grades are lower than might be ex- scribing, in detail, the many ways in 
Therefore, if a generally neat ap- pected from his other characteristics, which the latter can be done. Just 
pearance is presented, I think it we look into it to find out if there write to Engineering Personnel, helps. It would indicate that you are circumstances which may have Bldg. 36, 5th Floor, General Electric 
considered this important to your- contributed. Company, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 9598 
self and had some pride in the way 
the interviewer might size you up. Q. What consideration do you give work *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

| experience gained prior to graduation? cussing: e Advancement in Large Q. With only academic training as a . Companies 0 Salary e Personal 
background, how long will it be before A. Often a man with summer work Development. 
I'll be handling responsible work? experience in his chosen academic 
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